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Workers' Supervision.
35. The Soviet draft provides for the organisation of special workers' supervision in

certain factories. Article 44 of the draft is worded as follows:
"In enterprises for the production of war material or in enterprises capable of being

utilised for the manufacture of armaments, a permanent labour control may be organised
by the workers' committees of the factories or by other organs of the trade unions
operating in the respective enterprises, with a view to limiting the possibility of breaches
of the corresponding articles of the present Convention.

"A similar control shall be set up in the various branches of the chemical industry,
of which a list shall be drawn up by the Permanent International Commission of Control."

Reporting of Infringements of the Convention.
36. In a speech delivered at the General Commission's meeting on July 22nd, Count

Carton de Wiart, delegate of Belgium, drew his colleagues' attention to a clause which, in his
opinion, should be added to the draft Convention, consisting of an undertaking on the part of
all the contracting countries to refrain from inflicting penalties upon persons disclosing
infringements of the Convention.

37. Judging from the conversations I have had, this idea would appear to have
been favourably received.

Special Forms of Procedure.
38. Before concluding this chapter, one general observation must be made.
The means of supervision which have just been reviewed and on which the Bureau will

have to pronounce without delay do not necessarily exhaust the possibilities. It is, indeed,
quite conceivable that the examination of a special question, such as that of chemical and
bacteriological warfare, that of the manufacture of, and trade in, arms, that of limitation of
national defence expenditure, etc., will subsequently reveal the desirability of resorting, in
such matters, to other methods of verification more in keeping with their special technical
aspects.

It would appear essential that, when coming to a decision on the suggestions at present
before it, the Bureau should make due provision for such a possibility.

III. COMPOSITION.
Draft Convention.

39. The discussion of this question by the Preparatory Commission showed that opinions
differed very widely and the final solution bears the mark of these divergent views. On the
one hand, in certain respects, the solution is clearly a compromise. On the other hand, it is
incomplete, and fails to settle certain important difficulties. Lastly, its adoption by a majority
vote was accompanied by reservations.

40. The main features of the system adopted in the draft Convention are as follows:
(a) The Permanent Disarmament Commission will be a small Commission

(Article 40);
(b) Its members, though appointed by the Governments, will not "represent"

the latter, and may not be removed during their term of office (Article 40);
(c) Their number and the Governments called upon to appoint them are to be

determined by the Conference (Article 40);
(d) They may be assisted by technical experts (Article 40);
(e) Any contracting party not having a member of its nationality on the Commission

will be entitled to send a member appointed for the purpose to sit at any meetings of
the Commission during which a question specially affecting the interests of that party
is considered (Article 44).

4I. As the problem with which we are confronted is a somewhat complex one, it is
necessary to single out its various aspects and examine them one by one.

*

A Commission of Government Delegates or of Independent Persons.
42. The first question to be settled may be said to be whether the Permanent Commission

should consist of Government delegates, or, on the contrary, of persons who are independent of
their Governments. The satisfactory examination of the other difficulties appears to be
impossible until a choice has been made between these two fundamental concepts.

43. The brief summary given above (40) shows that, in this connection, an intermediate
and a somewhat ambiguous attitude has been adopted in the draft Convention.

On the one hand, Governments are to appoint the members of the Commission; ad hoc
members may be appointed to sit at any meetings during which questions specially affecting
the interests of a State not having a member of its nationality on the Commission are
considered; lastly, the Convention omits to state-and this omission is not the result of
an oversight-that there is any incompatibility between membership of the Commission
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and the holding by a member of an office under his Government. All this certainly seems
to point the way to a Commission consisting of Government delegates.

On the other hand, however, it is laid down in the text that the members of
the Commission will not " represent " the States by which they are appointed and the rule
of irremovability is obviously designed to grant them a certain measure of independence-in
accordance with the opposite concept.

In talking over the matter with delegates, I gathered that many of them regard this
combination as a somewhat artificial one and do not believe that the precautions devised to
prevent the members of the Commission from being-in fact, if not in law-the representatives
of the Governments appointing them will be really effective.

44. The arguments put forward by the advocates of a Commission to consist of persons
who are independent of their Governments appear to be of two kinds:

(a) Such persons would not bind the Governments and would thus be able to
exercise more freely the supervisory functions with which the Permanent Commission
will be entrusted;

(b) If, instead of directly appointing certain persons, the Conference merely selects
the States called upon to designate the members of the Commission, uncertainty will
prevail as to the essential part of its choice, since Governments change and, according to
circumstances, the delegates of one and the same State may have widely different ideas
and tendencies in the matter of disarmament.

45. Those who are in favour of a Commission consisting of Government delegates give
the following reasons :

(a) The Permanent Commission, even in the discharge of its supervisory duties,
will play a political part of such importance that it is impossible to ask Governments
not to participate therein.

(b) This impossibility is made still more evident by the fact that, in all probability,
the Commission will be called upon, not only to supervise the execution of the Convention,
but to prepare supplementary technical agreements and future stages of disarmament.
It is obvious that, if it is to be effective, this preparatory work must be entrusted to
Government delegates.

(c) Lastly, the opposite system comes up against a practical difficulty. By whom are
the members of the Commission to be appointed if not by the Governments ? Apart
from them, this task could only be entrusted to a permanent international body.

This is the case, for instance, with the members of the Mandates Commission, who
are appointed by the League Council. But the situation with which we are dealing is
an entirely different one, chiefly owing to the presence of States not Members of the
League. The procedure adopted in the case of the Mandates Commission could not be
applied to the Disarmament Commission.

It is true that the appointment of the members by the Conference now sitting in
Geneva might be contemplated. But this Conference is merely of a transitory nature. It
will end on the day that the Convention is ready. Its work will no doubt be continued
later by other conferences for the revision of the Convention. But what if it becomes
necessary in the meantime to make new appointments owing to deaths or resignations ?

46. Formulas have been suggested with a view to combining the two systems to some
extent.

One proposes that two commissions should, as it were, be superimposed. The foundation
of the edifice would consist of a commission of independent persons chosen by the Conference
and possibly in part by the workers' and employers' groups of the Governing Body of the
International Labour Office. This commission would be responsible for supervising the
execution of the Convention.

Above it would be placed a commission of Government delegates whose duty it would be
to pronounce upon the draft reports drawn up by the former.

47. Another system, which is regarded with favour by several delegations, consists in
setting up, in addition to the Permanent Commission, which would consist of Government
delegates, a small committee of independent persons appointed by the Conference, and possibly
in part by the workers' and employers' groups of the Governing Body of the International
Labour Office.

All the powers mentioned in Part I of this report would be exercised exclusively by the
Commission of Government delegates. The small committee-a kind of body representing
public opinion-would not participate in the work of the Commission, but the latter would be
required to send it the reports and information which it is already obliged, in accordance with
the draft Convention, to communicate to the League Council and the contracting States. The
Committee would be entitled to submit to the Permanent Commission any suggestions which
it considered expedient and to draw the Commission's attention to any fact which might
facilitate the accomplishment of its task.

48. The draft submitted by the delegation of the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics
provides for only one International Commission of Control, But, instead of providing for the
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homogeneous composition of the Commission-as is the case with the other drafts-it states
that the members shall be of different origin. Article 40 reads as follows:

" The Permanent International Commission of Control shall consist of an equal number
of representatives of the legislative bodies and of the trade unions and other workers'
organisations of all States participating in the present Convention.

" The Permanent International Commission of Control will later include representatives
of international associations whose aim it is to establish pacific relations between States
and which have pursued this aim with success, provided that these organisations express
a wish to participate in the work of the Permanent International Commission of Control."

: * *

A General Commission or a Small Commission?

49. A choice having been made between a Commission consisting of Government
delegates, a Commission of independent persons, a combination of the two systems and the

Soviet draft-a second question arises: Of how many members is the Commission to consist ?
This is a question of figures which, in the case of a Commission of independent persons,

is perhaps merely of secondary importance; but it is, on the contrary, a fundamental matter
in the case of a Commission of Government delegates, for it would then have to be decided

whether all signatory States are to be represented or only some of them are to enjoy this
privilege.

50. The draft Convention is in favour of a small Commission.
The reason for this is stated in the Preparatory Commission's report, and is a purely

practical one. It is that an institution of this kind cannot " satisfactorily perform its task
unless it is of comparatively small size " (No. 235).

However, the draft stops short at this point. It does not tell us either how many

States will be granted the right to appoint members, or how those States will be chosen.

" After careful consideration ", the report states (No. 236), " the Commission came
to the conclusion that any decision on this subject, which is a definitely political question,
should be left to the Conference itself. It thought it desirable, however, to bring to the
notice of the latter the three systems which had been proposed to it : (I) that of the
British delegation, consisting in reserving the right of appointment to the States
Members of the Council of the League of Nations and to two or three States not Members
of the League; (2) that of the French delegation, consisting in conferring this right on
the States Members of the Council, on certain States not Members of the League of Nations,
to be designated by the Conference, and, further, on certain States Members of the League
of Nations but not represented on the Council, which would also be determined by the
Conference; (3) lastly, that of the Chinese delegation,l which recommended that the
Conference should elect all the countries which should be entitled to nominate members,
it being understood, however, that those countries should fulfil certain special conditions
to be determined."

51. To the three suggestions summarised in this part of the Preparatory Commission's report
may be added that made by His Excellency M. Branco, representative of Portugal, in his speech
on February I5th (document Conf.D.gg, page 2o), to the effect that all States should have an
opportunity of being represented in turn upon the Commission.

52. Strong objections have been raised in certain quarters to the system of a small
Commission, which met with the approval of the majority of the Preparatory Commission.
These objections may be summarised as follows:

(a) States which may possibly not be represented on the Commission will naturally
hesitate to entrust extensive powers to it. The institution of a general Commission, on which
all the contracting parties would be able to have a delegate, would, on the other hand, allay
many misgivings and would consequently facilitate the solution of the other problems.

(b) It is true that Article 44 of the draft Convention provides that States may send a
representative to sit at any meetings during which a question specially affecting their interests
is considered; but this concession does not afford sufficient guarantees.

In the first place, the ad hoc representatives will take their seat in the Commission without
being acquainted with its methods or having followed its previous proceedings--in short, they
will be placed in an inferior position as compared with their colleagues.

1 It should be noted that the Chinese delegation had primarily supported the system of universality.
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Moreover, it is extremely difficult in the matter of armaments to say whether a question
"specially affects " the interests of a State or not. The armaments of even a geographically
distant Power may be.of considerable interest to it. Hence there are two alternatives: Article
44 will either be interpreted in a very elastic manner-and the Commission will thus become
a general one, or almost general; or it will be interpreted narrowly, and the assurances which
it appears to offer will prove illusory.

(c) What is true in the matter of supervision is also true in regard to preparations for the
revision of the Convention. If the Commission is a small one, the inequality between States
represented on it and other States will be still more glaring and cannot fail to jeopardise the
success of the work to be accomplished.

(d) Lastly, if the Commission is a small one, it becomes necessary to select the Govern-
ments that are to be represented on it (or, at least, some of them-assuming that the great
Powers will automatically be represented).

Practice shows, not only that the difficulties in making such a choice are very great, but
also that they create an irritating atmosphere which it is better to avoid.

It should also be noted that, in such matters, it would be hard to lay down rules for the
guidance of the electors, as is done, for instance, in Article 393 of the Treaty of Versailles as
regards the Governing Body of the International Labour Office, and in Article 5 of the Barcelona
Rules for the Advisory Committee on Communications and Transit. For though a privilege
may be granted in the first case to States " which are of the chief industrial importance"
and, in the second case, to those which are "the most generally concerned in questions of
communications and transit ", it is difficult to see what, in the matter of disarmament, could
be the equivalent of these criteria.

53. A proposal has been made which takes into account the reasons put forward by
the advocates of the two systems. It provides for the establishment of a general Commission,
on which each contracting State would be represented by a delegate. This Commission, however,
would entrust the preparation of its work to sub-committees and would itself merely have to
pronounce upon the proposals of the latter at a plenary meeting.

The advocates of this system point out that it would meet the objections of the opponents
of a small Commission and also has regard for the arguments of its supporters, since the whole
of the work which cannot be done effectively by a large body would be left to sub-committees.

If this proposal is adopted, the number of sub-committees, their composition and the
matters with which they are to deal will have to be settled.

Generally speaking, the idea seems to prevail that it would be inexpedient to settle all
these points a priori in the Convention, and that it would be best to leave them to the Com-
mission itself.

Some delegates, however, consider that at least certain rules or guiding principles as
regards the composition of the sub-committees should be laid down in the Convention, so
as to ensure a certain equality between States.

Incompatibility.

54. Some delegations were of opinion that the holding of certain offices should be incom-
patible with membership of the Permanent Commission.

This question would seem to arise chiefly in the case of a Commission consisting of inde-
pendent persons. For the attitude of Government delegates will depend directly on the
instructions given them, behind which their individuality will to a large extent be effaced.
In such a case, at all events, the practical importance of the problem does not at first sight
appear to be so great.

55. In the Preparatory Commission, the delegation of the United Kingdom proposed
the following text:

" Members of the Commission shall be selected for their personal merits and compe-
tence, and shall not hold any office which puts them in a position of dependence on their
Governments while members of the Commission."

This is practically the same formula as is found in the constitution of the Permanent
Mandates Commission, in accordance with which the members of that Commission "may
not hold any office which puts them in a position of direct dependence on their Governments ".

It is obvious that the necessity for this rule no longer exists in the case of a Commission
of Government delegates, which, however, was not contemplated in the United Kingdom
proposal.
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56. The Soviet draft (document Conf.D.9g) mentions two groups of persons who may
not be members of the Commission (Article 42).

In the first place, it excludes "professional soldiers and officials of Ministries of War,
Marine and Military Aviation"

It also excludes " owners of, and shareholders in, military industrial undertakings, owners
of, and large shareholders in, banking and commercial enterprises with interests in military
undertakings and the traffic in arms, and higher employees in all these undertakings "

Several delegations pointed out that:

(i) As regards the first group, the disabilities enumerated would be covered
by the wider formula previously suggested by the United Kingdom, but would be open
to the same objection in the case of Government delegates;

(2) As regards the second group, the proposal was certainly based on a rightly
inspired sentiment, which would be shared by the entire Conference, but that the difficulty
was to express this idea in a sufficiently definite legal formula.

57. A suggestion made to me in the course of my conversations that, in the event of
a complaint, the State whose action is questioned should have a certain right of challenge, the
limits and operation of which would be determined later, is also connected with the question
of incompatibility of functions.

* *

Experts and Substitutes.

58. Article 40 of the draft Convention provides that the members of the Commission
" may be assisted by technical experts ".

It is obvious that, even in the absence of a text defining this right, the members of the
Commission will always be able to call in the help of technicians in whom they have confidence
and whose opinion they desire. The insertion in the Convention of a formal provision on this
matter merely has the effect of conferring an official character on those experts and making
them part of the machinery of the institution.

59. Certain delegations doubted whether this was necessary and whether it would
not be better to provide for the setting up of a body of experts appointed by the Commission
itself, to be at the latter's disposal.

This last proposal appears to have been favourably received in all quarters-at any rate,
as regards its positive part. If the principle is admitted, its methods of application will have
to be determined later, whether they are left to the Commission or whether certain rules are
laid down in the Convention. In either case, the matter should not give rise to any real
difficulty.

60. However, the majority of delegates who were in favour of this institution pointed
out that it would not do away with the necessity for granting to the members of the Commission
the right, if not to be "assisted by experts " as stated in the draft, at all events to have
substitutes.

It is clear that the Commission will sometimes have to embark upon discussions of so pro-
nounced a technical character that the delegates will be almost compelled to depute specialists
to replace them. And, ,on the other hand, whatever the general structure of the Commission,
it is highly probable that it will be obliged in certain cases to set up sub-committees which
will work at the same time; and this will make it necessary for a State represented on several
sub-committees to possess a large delegation. This difficulty can best be met by the system of
substitutes.

IV. INTERNAL ORGANISATION.

The internal organisation of the Permanent Commission constitutes an aspect of the
problem which cannot be overlooked.

However, the questions of procedure and administrative organisation which it involves
can quite well be postponed. They can easily be settled, once the Conference has agreed upon
the principles.

In this connection, the draft Convention contains various rules which have not so far
given rise to any observations. On the other hand, certain points (secretariat, expenditure,
etc.) have been left outstanding. All these matters will have to be settled; but this cannot
be done satisfactorily until the system as a whole has been fixed.
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With reference to air forces, the resolution adopted by the General Commission on July

23rd contemplates two separate measures:
(i) The absolute prohibition of air attack against the civilian population;

(2) The abolition, as between the contracting parties, of all bombardment from the
air, subject to agreement with regard to measures to be adopted for the purpose of
rendering effective the observance of this rule.

According to the resolution, these measures should include the following:

(a) There shall be effected a limitation by number and a restriction by characteristics
of military aircraft;

(b) Civil aircraft shall be submitted to regulation and full publicity. Further, civil
aircraft not conforming to the specified limitations shall be subjected to an international
regime (except for certain regions where such a regime is not suitable) such as to prevent
effectively the misuse of such civil aircraft.

As the undertaking regarding the absolute prohibition of air attack against the civilian

population was entered into on July 23rd last, it should not be difficult to draft a text establish-
ing that prohibitin for insertion in the future Disarmament Conventiono. The question does
not in itself give rise to any difficulties. In point of fact, the efficacy of the rule that would be

laid down in the text on the subject would be increased if the second rule, regarding the abolition
of all bombardment from the air, were accepted without any invalidating reservations.

It is doubtless for this reason that the Bureau has thought it desirable to link the two

questions together when it would have been quite easy to refer rule No. I-namely, the
absolute prohibition of air attack against the civilian population--o a drafting committee.

I venture to think that the prohibition of air attack against the civilian population would

remain purely theoretical if it were not accompanied either by the limitation of air bombard-
ment to military objectives, or by the abolition of all bombardment from the air. Indeed,

I consider that the second question should be examined first, and if, as we all hope, it is
satisfactorily settled, that settlement will give a practical meaning, content and effect to rule

No. i, which prohibits air attack against the civilian population.

PROHIBITION OF BOMBARDMENT FROM THE AIR.

According to the resolution of July 23rd, the measures to be adopted for the purpose

of rendering effective the observance of this rule may be classified as follows:

(a) Quantitative limitation of air forces;

(b) Qualitative limitation of air forces by restrictions to be applied to the

characteristics of military aircraft;

(c) Regulation and full publicity of civil aircraft;

(d) Adoption of an international regime for certain civil aircraft not conforming
to the specified limitations,

Without going into these four points in detail, I think it may be well, before making any
proposals, to survey what has so far been done by the Preparatory Commission and by the
Air Commission of the Conference.

The method of quantitative limitation has not yet been studied by the technical organs of
the Conference. It was discussed at length by the Preparatory Commission, and Articles

25, 26 and 27 of the draft Convention of I930 were the outcome of that discussion.
The method of qualitative limitation was thoroughly examined by the Air Commission

in pursuance of the General Commission's resolution of April 22nd, regarding the
determination of offensive weapons.
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The Air Commission's report (document Conf.D.I23) on that subject is so well known that
I need not attempt to summarise it here. No agreement was reached on the determination
of offensive weapons; but detailed proposals deserving the closest attention have been made,
and may be taken as a basis for discussion.

With regard to civil aviation, the Preparatory Commission contemplated the measures
embodied in Articles 28 and 36 of the draft Convention of I930.

A similar but more far-reaching enquiry was instituted by the Sub-Committee of the Air
Commission in consequence of the General Commission's resolution of March I7th. The Sub-
Committee prepared a scheme of regulations for civil aviation which contemplates a series
of undertakings relating to material, personnel, subsidies and publicity.

The Sub-Committee reported (document Conf.D./C.A.7o(I)) on the position of its work at
the close of the first phase of the Conference. The Sub-Committee's programme of work
provided for a second part relating to supervision, and a third part dealing with the inter-
national regime to which certain aircraft should be subjected.

Having been instructed by the Bureau at its meeting on September 26th to draw up a
report on the best method to be followed in regard to questions (a) I and (b) i, I have the
honour to submit to you the present report, the conclusions of which are as follows:

As regards point (a) i, no preliminary work is needed; all that is required is to await the
elucidation of point (b) I. The two points can then be referred to a drafting committee.

As regards point (b) I, the Bureau might instruct an Air Committee, consisting of delegates
of those countries represented on the Bureau who desire to participate, to draw up
its programme of work and to examine, on the basis of the resolution of July 23rd, the measures
to be adopted to make effective the observance of the prohibition of bombardment from the air.
These measures are as follows:

I. Civil aviation:

The Committee shall make proposals concerning the system of regulation and the inter-
national regime to be adopted; and

II. Military aviation:

The Committee shall:

(i) Define the limits to be fixed for the restriction of the characteristics of aircraft;

(2) Give its opinion as to whether quantitative limitation is to be applied according
to the principles contemplated by the draft Convention of I930, or whether it is to be
extended to materials in stock;

(3) Determine the extent of quantitative limitation.

The agenda of the Committee to be set up, given hereunder by way of indication, might
therefore be as follows

I. General regulation and full publicity for civil aviation. International regime to be
applied (except for certain regions where such a regime is unsuitable) to civil
aircraft whose characteristics exceed the limits which will be laid down for military
aircraft.

II. Restrictions to be applied to the characteristics of military aircraft.

III. Quantitative limitation of military aircraft.

IV. If necessary, further measures to be adopted in order to render effective the total
abolition of aerial bombardment.

As regards point III, the Committee might deem it expedient to instruct its Rapporteur
to proceed, as soon as the progress of the work entrusted to him permits, to the negotiations
necessary to enable him to submit his conclusions to the Committee, so that the latter in its
turn may incorporate them in its report to the Bureau, after making any amendments which it
may think necessary.

It will be for the Bureau to decide whether the report of the Air Committee has gone into
the questions submitted to it sufficiently for them to be submitted to a Committee for drafting
purposes. It is possible, however, that the Bureau may think it well to refer the question back
to the Committee to clear up certain points of principle or detail.

Moreover, whatever decisions the Bureau may think fit to take in this matter, and whatever
studies it desires to undertake to give effect to the resolution of July 23rd, it must be under-
stood that final decisions may only be taken subsequently with the co-operation of all the
countries principally concerned with aviation.
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I. REPORT.

PREVIOUS DEVELOPMENTS.

I. The Bureau of the Conference for the Reduction and Limitation of Armaments, at its
seventeenth meeting, held on September 22nd, 1932, instructed me to submit a report to it on the
question of chemical, incendiary and bacteriological weapons, and breaches of the provisions
regarding the use of those weapons.

I may be permitted to refer to the antecedents of the Bureau's resolution giving me these
instructions.

II. (I) On May Ioth, 1932, the General Commission set up a Special Committee, consisting
of representatives of fourteen States, to consider the question of chemical and bacteriological
weapons in the light of the second of the two resolutions passed by the General Commission on
April 22nd, I932.1

1 The two resolutions passed by the General Commission on April 22nd, I932, were as follows:

"Without prejudice to other proposals which fall to be discussed under later heads of the agenda, the
Conference declares its approval of the principle of qualitative disarmament-i.e., the selection of certain classes
or descriptions of weapons the possession or use of which should be absolutely prohibited to all States or inter-
nationalised by means of a general Convention." (Document Conf.D./C.G.26(I).)

" In seeking to apply the principle of qualitative disarmament, as defined in the previous resolution, the
Conference is of opinion that the range of land, sea and air armaments should be examined by the competent
special Commissions with a view to selecting those weapons whose character is the most specifically offensive or
those most efficacious against national defence or most threatening to civilians." (Document Conf.D./C.G.28(2).)
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(2) The task of the Special Committee, of which I had the honour to be Chairman, was
exclusively to consider whether chemical and bacteriological weapons were to be included in
qualitative disarmament. The Committee gave an affirmative reply to this question, and said
that qualitative disarmament should cover, not only chemical weapons and means of warfare and
bacteriological weapons and means of warfare, but also incendiary projectiles and flame-projectors. 1

The Committee was also careful to define, in unequivocal terms, what was meant by chemical,
bacteriological and incendiary weapons and means of warfare.

(3) The General Commission adopted the Special Committee's conclusions.

It accordingly embodied the following in its resolution of July 23rd, 1932:

(a) Under the heading " II. Conclusions of the First Phase of the Conference:

"3. Chemical, bacteriological and incendiary warfare ":

"Chemical, bacteriological and incendiary warfare shall be prohibited under the conditions
unanimously recommended by the Special Committee."

(b) Under the heading " III. Preparation of the Second Phase of the Conference:

"5. Violations ":

" Rules of international law shall be formulated in connection with the provisions relating to
the prohibition of the use of chemical, bacteriological and incendiary weapons and bombing from
the air, and shall be supplemented by special measures dealing with infringements of these
provisions."

III. In the course of its proceedings, the Special Committee realised that the prohibition of
chemical, incendiary and bacteriological warfare raised other questions than those it was called
upon to consider, and that these questions were of considerable importance. As, however, they
did not come within its terms of reference, it refrained from examining them.

On this subject, the report says:

"The Committee was anxious to keep strictly within its terms of reference, and therefore
deliberately ignored the question of the methods whereby qualitative disarmament could
be effected.

"Obviously, the decision that will be adopted regarding these methods will be able to give
practical effect to the resolutions submitted by the Special Committee. Consequently, the
study of these methods and the decision to be taken in this matter are of paramount importance
from the practical point of view."

The manner in which the prohibition is to be applied to chemical, incendiary and bacteriological
warfare involves various technical and legal questions. In the first place, there is the question
whether the prohibition should be absolute or relative. The way in which this question is answered
will influence the question of the prohibition of preparations for chemical, incendiary and
bacteriological warfare. This second question entails consideration of the material reparations
and of the nature of the various appliances and substances, some of which can be used for military
purposes only, and others for either military or peaceful purposes; and also consideration of the
training of personnel. The third question is that of supervising the observance of the prohibition
of preparations for chemical, incendiary and bacteriological warfare. The fourth question is
that of the penalties to be applied in case of a breach, in time of war, of the prohibition to employ
chemical, incendiary and bacteriological weapons, and of determining what may and should
be the line of conduct of the country which is the victim of such a breach and of other countries.

IV. Subsequently to the General Commission's adoption of the conclusions of the Special
Committee's report, the Norwegian delegation submitted to the Bureau of the Conference, on
August Ist, a draft text concerning the prohibition of the use of chemical, bacteriological and
incendiary weapons. 2

Further, the Bureau of the Conference held, at its fifteenth meeting on September 2ist, a
preliminary exchange of views on the subject of chemical, bacteriological and incendiary weapons.
In compliance with a request made by Sir John Simon at that meeting, the Secretary-General
had a memorandum prepared reproducing the opinions expressed by various League committees
of experts as to the possibility of preventing preparations and training for the use of chemical and
bacteriological weapons in peace-time. 3

V. Instructions given to the Author of this Report. - In the Minutes of the seventeenth
meeting of the Bureau, held on September 22nd, I932, it is stated that the report I am asked to
produce is to deal with the two following questions:

(I) Prohibition of chemical warfare;

(2) Breaches of the provisions concerning the prohibition of the use of chemical, bacterio-
logical and incendiary weapons.

1 See the Special Committee's report, document Conf.D.I2o, May 3 Ist, I932.
2 Document Conf.D./Bureau i4.
a Document Conf.D./Bureau 21.
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With regard to the first point, the document headed " Steps to be taken as a Result of the
Decisions of the General Commission on July 23rd, I932," 1 states that "the question the prepa-
ration of chemical, bacteriological and incendiary arms in time of peace and of the training for
the use of the said arms " is raised.

As regards the second point, it should be observed that the General Commission's resolution
of July 23rd, 1932, 2 defined the problem as follows:

"Rules of international law shall be formulated in connection with the provisions
relating to the prohibition of the use of chemical, bacteriological and incendiary weapons
and bombing from the air, and shall be supplemented by special measures dealing with
infringements of these provisions."

GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS.

i. The Special Committee drew a distinction which is fundamental. It considered, on the
one hand, appliances, devices and projectiles specially constructed for chemical warfare, and, on the
other hand, appliances and substances of which only the use in time of war to inflict injury on an
adversary should be prohibited.

2. The Special Committee endeavoured to give general but sufficiently detailed definitions
of the two classes of appliances and substances to cover new inventions. It deliberately refrained
from making a list of chemical substances capable of being used to inflict injury on an adversary.
There would be a great risk that such a list might be incomplete when it was drawn up, and, in
any case, it would almost inevitably become so after a very short time, owing to the constant
advance of technical knowledge. The most that could be done would be to draw up purely
indicative lists of appliances and substances in the two classes. In that case, the Special Committee
would again have to be called upon for its assistance in drawing up such lists.

3. There is no need to return in this report to the questions that have been elucidated by the
Special Committee. The report will deal solely with the questions which the Special Committee
was not instructed to examine. Before embarking upon a study of these delicate questions, I
personally and unofficially consulted certain members of delegations, in order to procure further
information and learn their views.

CHAPTER I. - ABSOLUTE OR RELATIVE CHARACTER OF THE PROHIBITION.

The protocol of June I7th, I925, concerning the prohibition of chemical and bacteriological
warfare, does not formally exclude the condition of reciprocity. Accordingly, twelve States out of
the thirty which are at present bound by that declaration have ratified it only subject to that
condition. 3

Article 39 of the draft Convention drawn up by the Preparatory Commission for the Disarm-
ament Conference, which prohibits chemical and bacteriological warfare, prohibits the former on
condition of reciprocity, while the latter prohibition is absolute. In the course of the Conference,
however, it became clear, from the proposals and declarations made by various delegations, 4 that
any prohibition that was not absolute would lose much of its force. States would contemplate
recourse to the chemical weapon as a possible eventuality if the Convention itself admitted it in
certain cases. Any attempt to prohibit preparation for chemical warfare in peace-time would
therefore seem to be illusory. Hence the prohibition of chemical warfare must be absolute.

If the prohibition is absolute, that excludes the right of resorting to the prohibited means of
warfare in the two following cases:

i. Even if an undertaking not to use chemical weapons could not be given by all countries,
the undertaking would not be allowed to be given on condition of reciprocity.

While it is necessary to bar the reciprocity proviso, it must none the less be borne in mind that
a difficult position would arise if, in time of war, States which had undertaken not to resort to
chemical, bacteriological or incendiary weapons were confronted by other States which had not
given such an undertaking.

To ensure that no such situation shall arise, the undertaking should be given by all States,
or by a very large number of States. The Conference should fix its attention on this point and
consider the best means of making the undertaking as general as possible. Even if the undertaking
could not be made absolutely universal, however, it might be decided that States accepting the
undertaking should be required to take action against States using the chemical weapon, whether
the latter had given any undertaking on the subject or not.

1 Document Conf.D./Bureau 18, September 20th, 1932.
2 Document Conf.D.I36.
3 These States are Australia, France, India, Iraq, Irish Free State, Netherlands, New Zealand, Portugal, Roumania,

Spain, Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, Union of South Africa.
4 Those of Austria, Denmark, Germany, Italy, Latvia, Netherlands, Norway, Portugal, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland,

Turkey and Yugoslavia.
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2. Even if a State were the victim of an unlawful war (a war undertaken in violation ofthe Paris Pact or the Covenant of the League), it would be bound to refrain from resorting tothese prohibited means of warfare.
As regards the use of chemical or incendiary weapons by way of reprisal against a State which

had first resorted. to those weapons in time of war, the matter is dealt with in Chapter VI(Penalties).
I should perhaps add that, in my view, if the absolute character of the prohibition is to be

respected, and if States are to regard it as a settled principle governing their conduct, the forms
of control provided for must be as satisfactory as possible, and, above all, the penalties must be
effective.

CHAPTER II. - THE PROHIBITION OF PREPARATIONS FOR CHEMICAL, INCENDIARY
AND BACTERIOLOGICAL WARFARE.

In principle, the prohibition of preparations for chemical, incendiary and bacteriological
warfare applies both in peace-time and in war-time. In peace-time, there can be no exceptionto this prohibition. In war-time, the only exception that might perhaps have to be made wouldbe in the event of an adversary's having himself had recourse to the prohibited weapons. Since
use of certain of these weapons by way of reprisal might be allowed under certain fixed conditions,
as we shall see below in Chapter V of this report, preparations for their use would become lawfulin the case contemplated.

The prohibition of preparations for chemical, incendiary and bacteriological warfare hastwo aspects-the manufacture and possession of material, and the training of troops.

Section . - Prohibition of the Manufacture and Possession of Appliances and Substances.

This material is divided into two classes: defensive material (protective masks) and material
for attacking purposes (gases and gas-projecting apparatus).

i. Defensive Material. - There seems to be no reason for prohibiting material solely intended
to protect combatants and civilians against chemical and bacteriological weapons should suchbe employed by a belligerent. The existence of such protective material, calculated to lessenthe injury caused by the prohibited weapons, would diminish the military advantages that anunscrupulous belligerent might derive from their use, and would therefore make resort to those
weapons less tempting to such a belligerent.

2. Material for attacking Purposes. - This material would be completely forbidden. Inview, however, of the peculiar characteristics of the chemical weapon, it is proper to mentionthe various elements covered by the prohibition, which may be reduced to three:
A. Prohibition to manufacture, import or store appliances exclusively suited to the conduct

of chemical warfare (special apparatus for the projection of gases or propulsion of gas-shells).
These appliances exist, but their prohibition, even if strictly observed, cannot form a seriousobstacle to the conduct of chemical warfare. In the first place, they are relatively simpleappliances which can be fairly quickly manufactured, and, secondly, chemical warfare could becarried on, if necessary, without them.
It would doubtless be desirable to mention the commonest of these appliances, but such

an enumeration should be purely indicative.
Should the Bureau of the Conference think that such an enumeration would be useful, the

Special Committee might be again convened for the purpose of drawing up the list.
B. Prohibition to manufacture, import or store chemical substances exclusively suited to

the conduct of chemical warfare.

There apparently exist certain gases which cannot be used for peaceful purposes. The
Special Committee might perhaps be asked to make a list of the principal chemical substancesfalling into this class. Here, however, even more than in the previous case, care must be taken
to avoid any suggestion that the list is exhaustive. New substances answering to the definitiongiven above may be invented. Moreover, the Special Committee could tell us whether there
was any practical possibility of substances which are rightly regarded as exclusively suited tothe conduct of chemical warfare subsequently proving suitable for peaceful uses. In such a case
the list would have to be revised.

Any stocks of the above-mentioned chemical substances which might be in the possession
of States when the Convention is put into force should be destroyed.

C. Prohibition to manufacture, import or store appliances and chemical substances capable
of being used both for peaceful and for military purposes with the intention of using them inwar should occasion arise.

In this last case, it is not the nature of the appliances and substances, but the intention
with which they are produced or stored, that would be reprehensible.
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(a) This general prohibition might be accompanied by a subsidiary prohibition to issue
the above-mentioned appliances and substances to the armed forces, to keep them in military
establishments (arsenals, fortifications, barracks, etc.), or to store them for army use. Should
the armed forces have need of a certain quantity of such appliances or substances for use otherwise
than as fighting weapons (e.g., chlorine cylinders, chlorine required for disinfection purposes),
the States should perhaps be asked to say what quantity they would wish to leave at the disposal
of the armed forces. These special prohibitions would, of course, have only a limited value.

Any stocks of chemical substances which might be in the possession of States themselves
when the Convention is put into force should be disposed of for actual consumption.

(b) It might also be possible to fix for each State the maximum quantity of chemical
substances capable of use for military purposes which might be stored in industrial establishments
of every kind in its territory. That would involve making an estimate of the needs of consumers
and the normal reserves necessary to meet those needs. Such an estimate would, of course, present
real difficulties.

Section II. - Prohibition of Training.

Training may be either for defence or for attack.

i. Defensive training aimed exclusively at protecting people against the effects of chemical,
incendiary or bacteriological warfare must be authorised for the same reasons as were given above
in connection with defensive material.

2. Training for the practice of chemical, incendiary or bacteriological warfare must be
absolutely forbidden.

CHAPTER III. - THE SUPERVISION OF THE OBSERVANCE OF THE PROHIBITION OF PREPARATIONS

FOR CHEMICAL WARFARE.

The question of the supervision of the observance of the prohibition of preparations for
chemical warfare must be distinguished from the question of penalties, which will be dealt with
in the next chapter. The supervision in question is designed to prevent breaches of the prohibition.
The penalties are intended to punish the actual use of the chemical weapon. The question of super-
vision arises in peace-time as in war-time, with this difference, that in war-time supervision would
be exercised over the belligerents under even more difficult conditions than in peace-time. On the
other hand, the question of penalties arising out of the prohibition of the use of the chemical
weapon clearly cannot arise except in war-time.

The question of supervision is a particularly difficult one. The characteristic of the substances
used in chemical warfare is that they can be easily prepared in a country which has a well-developed
chemical industry, and that manufactures of a peaceful character can be used as means of chemical
warfare without conversion, or with only very simple and rapid conversions.

In regard to the prohibition of training for chemical warfare and the prohibition of the
manufacture and possession of materials exclusively suited to the conduct of chemical warfare,
the question of supervision presents difficulties, but they are the same in kind, if not in degree
(the manufacture of gas-projectors is easier to conceal than the manufacture of heavy guns), as
those that are encountered in other fields; this supervision cannot therefore be separated from the
general system of supervision that will be instituted to enforce other prohibitions laid down by
the Convention.

On the other hand, as regards, first, the prohibition to manufacture, import or store substances
exclusively suited to the conduct of chemical warfare, and, secondly, the prohibition to manufac-
ture, import or store appliances and chemical substances capable of being used both for peaceful
and for military purposes with intent to use them in war should occasion arise, the difficulties of
supervision are considerable. As was shown, however, by the discussions of the Special Committee
that met in May I932, it is the two categories to which these prohibitions relate that are of the
greatest practical importance, more especially the second-the category of appliances and
substances capable of being used for two purposes.

First, as regards chemical substances exclusively suited for military use, the attempt to trace
their manufacture would entail inspections of factories and a careful study of the processes in
progress there. This method of supervision would be of very doubtful efficacy. Concealment would,
in fact, be easy in view of the size and intricacy of the chemical industry, and of the fact that the
products in question may not become products exclusively suited for war until they have undergone
one slight final transformation at the end of the process of manufacture. Moreover, this form of
supervision would have the disadvantage of affording openings for malpractices, or giving rise
to suspicion of affording such openings. It would entail the examination of processes of manu-
facture, and would thus involve a risk of industrial espionage. Consequently, it might lead to
friction, without yielding much in the way of results.

In the case of appliances and chemical substances suited for both peaceful and military use,
supervision is no less difficult. It should establish three facts:

(I) Output, and what part of the plant, if any, is not actually used but can be if desired;
(2) Any excess of production over consumption;
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(3) That this excess of production over consumption is not a mere accident due, for
example, to the invention of new processes of manufacture, or to mistaken economic forecasts,
or to a depression, but is intended to allow of the formation of stocks with a view to the conduct
of chemical warfare.

In view of the difficulties attendant upon the supervision of the production of chemical
substances, one is led to feel that it would be better to abandon the idea of using certain forms
of supervision which, while yielding but small results, would entail highly complicated investi-
gations and might provoke friction and incidents.

The idea has been put forward that international agreements between the chemical industries
of different countries might permit of an effective supervision of chemical production with a view
to preventing it from being carried out in preparation for chemical warfare. The value, from the
point of view that concerns us, of these agreements, which would have the effect of rationing
production and preventing certain manufactures, would vary according to their nature and the
number of parties to them. It does not appear, however, that the Conference for the Reduction
and Limitation of Armaments and the Governments of which it is composed have any means of
deciding upon such agreements. Supervision will gain from the existence of such agreements
if they are created, but one can hardly contemplate creating them in order to facilitate the
supervision with which we are concerned.

We must now consider whether it would not be possible to obtain some results by a necessarily
limited method of supervision which would present no great drawbacks. One might, it would
seem, resort to the following method:

(a) A specialised Section for chemical warfare would be established in the Permanent
Commission.

(b) It would be the duty of this Section to collect all the information that could be found
in official trade statistics or private statistics carrying some weight, relating to the manufacture
of chemical substances in the territory of each signatory State, and their import into that
territory.

(c) Having seen this information and made a preliminary study of it with all necessary
safeguards, the Section might ask the Governments of the countries concerned to supply it with
any further information it thought necessary.

(d) Further, any signatory State might, on the strength of any information received by it,
apply to the Section for explanations regarding chemical substances manufactured in the territory
of another State or imported into that territory. The Section would make a preliminary exami-
nation of such applications, with all due discretion and subject to the necessary safeguards,
in order to establish whether it was worth while to obtain fuller information. If it were so decided,
the State whose position had been impugned would be asked for explanations.

(e) When it was in possession of the information required, the Section would decide whether
the matter was to be dropped or laid before the Permanent Commission. In the latter case, the
Commission would take all proper steps, within the limits of the powers conferred upon it by the
Disarmament Convention.

The idea has been put forward that, to facilitate the provision of information for the specialised
Section of the Permanent Commission, the signatory States might undertake, not only to reply
to any request for information they might receive from the Section, but also to send it, periodically
and regularly, statistics of the manufacture of chemical substances in their territory and the
imports of such substances into that territory. It is, however, doubtful whether fuller and more
useful information would be obtained in this way than is already available in the trade statistics
normally published in most countries. In any case, if the Bureau of the Conference decided to
take upid the idea of asking the Governments for statistics, it would doubtless be advisable to call
again on the Special Committee to give its opinion on the general value of the method and state
the ecise preoints to which the numerical data to be periodically supplied by the Governments
might refer.

The limited supervision we are suggesting would still be a delicate e matter, and would yield
only incomplete results. The work of various technical bodies connected with the League of
Nations (Sub-Commission A and Sub-Commission B of the Preparatory Commission for the
Disarmament Conference, and the Joint Commission for the Reduction of Armaments), which in
I926 studied the question of preparation for chemical warfare, demonstrated the inevitable imper-
fection of any form of supervision. More than that, they established the fact that, for a country
with a well-developed chemical industry, preparations for chemical warfare will always be easy
and can be made very rapidly. We therefore must not rely essentially on the preventive preventive super-
vision of the observance of the prohibition of preparations for chemical warfare to prevent such
preparations. The system of penalties to be applied in the event of the employment of the chemical
weapon must be so severe as to make up for the deficiencies of preventive supervision.

CHAPTER IV. - SANCTIONS IN THE EVENT OF THE USE OF CEHIEMICAL, INCENDIARY

AND BACTERIOLOGICAL WEAPONS.

The sanctions meant are those which would follow on a violation, not of the prohibition to
prepare for chemical warfare in time of peace or in time of war, but of the prohibition to use
chemical weapons in time of war.
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The question of sanctions embraces both that of the attitude to be adopted by the State
against which chemical weapons had been employed (retaliation consisting in the use of chemical
weapons, various forms of reprisal) and that of the attitude to be adopted by the other States
parties to the Convention.

It seems essential to consider in succession two questions which, chronologically and logically,
arise one after the other-namely, the establishment of the fact that the prohibition has been
infringed, in the first place, and the consequences of that violation in the second.

Section I. - Establishment of Fact that the Prohibition has been infringed.

This should be governed by a number of rules on which it would seem easy to arrive
at unanimous agreement:

I. The establishment of the fact of infringement should not be carried out by the State
complaining of such infringement, but should be entrusted to a neutral authority.

If the establishment of the alleged infringement were left to the State in regard to which
it is alleged to have been committed, it would be attended by no safeguards. Without going so
far as to suppose that a State desirous of employing chemical weapons would, in order to provide
a semblance of justification for its conduct, accuse its adversary of having had recourse to that
prohibited arm, one might simply fear a mistake on the part of military men over-ready to jump
to a conclusion and to impute to chemical weapons the asphyxiating effects produced by the
normal combustion or detonation of ordinary explosives or by some other cause. But, even if
the establishment of the infringement were based on fact, it would be lacking in authority if it were
effected by the actual victim. It is to the latter's interest that the establishment of the infringe-
ment, designed as it is to produce moral, legal and political effects, should be carried out under
all desirable conditions of impartiality, so that it will carry conviction with all Governments and
public opinion.

2. The establishment of the infringement must be effected within a fairly short time.
Since the establishment of the infringement must precede any retaliation on the part of the

victim and any intervention by third States; it is essential that it should take place rapidly;
otherwise the State guilty of resorting to chemical weapons might derive great military advantage
from its initiative. If the establishment of the infringement is effected with all requisite speed, it
seems unlikely that the few days' delay which it may have necessitated will really be prejudicial
to the victim. Again, as regards the third States, their assistance cannot reasonably be given until
the facts which call for it have been established with certainty. Then again, as regards the victim,
it is probable that, even if it were to retaliate by itself employing the prohibited weapon, it would
require some few days at least to make its preparations.

3. Practical rules for the establishment of the infringement must be laid down in advance.
The injured State must know to whom it should apply in order that the establishment of the
infringement may be effected. The person in question, who might be the doyen of the diplomatic
corps in the country concerned, would call upon agents such as consuls or military attaches, with
the possible help of doctors or chemists, and those agents would be responsible for actually
establishing the infringement. The result of the investigation would be forwarded to the Perma-
nent Supervisory Commission set up by the Disarmament Conference, and that Commission would
draw its conclusions from the investigation and declare that an infringement had or had not taken
place. Simultaneously with the person responsible for instituting the investigation, the Permanent
Supervisory Commission would have been informed of the occurrence and would have had an
opportunity of ordering that enquiries be made from authorities of the State accused of the
infringement, while it would, in every instance, inform that State of the charge brought against
it and request its observations.

It is understood that the States concerned would be obliged to allow measures of supervision
to be carried out without restriction, so that the authorities responsible for supervision might
move about the country and carry out their observations. A State which placed obstacles in
the way of supervision would create an unfavourable presumption against itself.

As regards the actual establishment of the infringement, this would probably be easy to carry
out. There is reason to think that a State which, by resorting to prohibited weapons, exposed
itself to the intervention of third Powers and to retaliation on the part of its adversary, would
from the outset have made use of those arms on a very big scale. It is a fairly simple matter to
decide, even without special expert knowledge, in the presence of a certain number of killed and
wounded, whether they have been stricken by a chemical weapon or by other arms.

Section II. - Effects of the Establishment of the Fact of Infringement.

Preliminary Observation.
It might be thought that the question thus raised comes within the more general question

of the effects of any properly established violation of the Convention. True, the solution found
for the specific question of infringements of the prohibition to use chemical weapons must be
in harmony with the general system of sanctions laid down in the Convention. Nevertheless, the
infringement of the prohibition to use chemical weapons is an offence of a rather special kind.
On the one hand, any recourse to chemical weapons would constitute one form of violation of the
Convention, a violation of special gravity from the standpoint of its military consequences, and,
on the other, in contradistinction to the supervision in respect of other categories of prohibited
arms (heavy artillery, heavy tanks, etc.), supervision in time of peace would be of very limited
efficacy; presumably, therefore, the inadequacy of the preventive action should be offset by
provision for more drastic penalties.
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i. Attitude of Third States in the Event of an Infringement of the Prohibition to have recourse
to Chemical Weapons. - (a) Directly the Permanent Supervisory Commission has established that
the prohibition to use the chemical weapon had been infringed, other States would be both entitled
and bound to take a series of measures against the offending State which, by gradually increasing
the pressure brought to bear upon it, might induce it to abandon the use of the chemical weapon
or make its continued use impossible (diplomatic representations, rupture of diplomatic, economic
and financial relations, blockade).

(b) After the establishment of the infringement of the prohibition, there would be a consulta-
tion between States which would make it possible to determine the methods most appropriate,
in the circumstances, in order to put a stop to the infringement and assist the State which has been
a victim of the violation of the Convention.

That consultation would have to take place as rapidly as possible. Indeed, to gain time, it
might be possible to provide for the convening, in the first place, of a body smaller in size than the
General Conference of all the States parties to the Convention.

(c) Whether the States would be prepared to enter into other obligations in the event of
an infringement of the prohibition to use chemical weapons is a political question. Will the
Conference decide that a State guilty of having infringed the prohibition to use chemical weapons
will be deemed to have committed an act of war against the other States parties to the Convention ?
Or will it undertake to apply increasingly drastic economic or financial sanctions or more or less
extensive military sanctions, or simply to renounce the benefits and duties of neutrality ?

One cannot prejudge the attitude which the Conference may adopt in the matter. It is,
however, certain that if the States agreed to enter into such undertakings, the prohibition would
be accompanied by powerful safeguards and would run little risk of being infringed.

2. Rights of the State which is the Victim of the Violation of the Prohibition. - It is desirable
that the State which is the victim of the breach of the prohibition should not require to retaliate
by employing the chemical weapon, and that the assistance given it by third States should com-
pensate it, and more, for the disadvantage resulting from the fact that the chemical weapon has
been employed against it; if, however, the State which is the victim of the breach is not assured
of receiving such assistance, and, in particular, if the assistance is not immediate, but conditional
on a consultation between States, which may take some time, the State in question cannot be
forced to refrain from the use of the chemical weapon when, through being unable to fight its
adversary with equal weapons, it might be crushed or suffer great injury. In no case could
a State which has honourably fulfilled its obligations under the Convention be allowed to be
placed in a position of inferiority; it therefore seems prudent to decide that the establishment
by the Supervisory Commission of the fact that a belligerent has definitely employed the chemical
weapon shall confer on the victimised State the right to retaliate by employing the chemical
weapon in its turn, or making other reprisals, subject to the condition that such reprisals shall
not occur outside the fighting area.

But the Permanent Supervisory Commission, after establishing the breach, should have power
to recommend the State which has been the victim of that breach to renounce the use, by way of
retaliation, of the chemical weapons in question. In so doing, it would take into account all the
circumstances, and more particularly the practical possibility of giving effective aid to the
State which has been a victim. The latter might, of course, not follow the recommendation
to refrain from using the chemical weapon, but it would do so at its own risk-that is, it might
lessen its chances of receiving assistance from third States.

Similarly, and with added authority, the third States consulting together might advise the
victim of the breach not to retaliate by using the chemical weapon, or to defer such retaliation.

The possibility of retaliating by the actual use of the prohibited weapon would apply only
to the chemical and incendiary weapons, and not to the bacteriological weapon. The bacterio-
logical weapon, since it strikes everyone indiscriminately, and cannot be regarded as an appreciable
element of military superiority, would still be prohibited, but its use, if duly established, would
give the other belligerent the right to employ other prohibited weapons by way of reprisal.

It must be remembered that the problem of penalties arises in the event of a breach of the
prohibition of chemical warfare in a special form and with exceptional gravity; at the same time,
this problem cannot be isolated from the more general question of penalties for breaches of the
Convention. Any special solution adopted for this or that element of the question must be in
harmony with the general solution.

Final Observation: EFFECTS OF THE APPLICATION OF THE COVENANT OF THE LEAGUE OF NATIONS
AND OF THE PARIS PACT.

One complication arises from the fact that the attitude to be adopted towards belligerents
by States bound by the Covenant of the League or the Paris Pact would be, or should be, determined
by the circumstance that one belligerent appeared to them to be supporting a lawful war and
another to be supporting an unlawful war. To take the case of States Members of the League:
they would have to decide whether they should not take against certain belligerents the action
provided for in Article I6 and lend assistance to States which had suffered aggression in breach
of the Covenant.

In such circumstances, if the covenant-breaking State resorted to chemical warfare, additional
action would have to be taken against it. If the State attacked in breach of the Covenant resorted
to chemical warfare, it would perhaps suffice to refuse or withdraw the assistance to which it
would have been entitled.
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It would seem that, as the Disarmament Convention is to be signed by States which are not
Members of the League or are not parties to the Paris Pact, it is not possible for the Convention
to lay down rules for situations arising out of the existence of other pacts, or to involve in the
effects of those pacts States which are not parties to them.

At the same time, the existence of these pacts, to which a large number of States are parties,
is a fact that cannot be ignored. But it will be sufficient, we feel, if States parties to these instru-
ments take them duly into account, so that, in practice, the application of the Disarmament
Convention, the Paris Pact and the Covenant of the League may be satisfactorily reconciled.

There are various means of doing this. In the first place, if the States parties to the
Disarmament Convention are called upon to hold a consultation as the result of a breach of the
prohibition to use the chemical weapon, they may consider, as one factor in their decision, the
lawful or unlawful character of the war from the standpoint of this or that belligerent. Secondly,
the Disarmament Convention might contain a clause providing that the use of the chemical
weapon might deprive of the assistance laid down in other treaties States which would otherwise
have been entitled to such assistance. Thirdly, there would be nothing to prevent States Members
of the League from deciding among themselves by some appropriate means (special protocol,
amendment to the Covenant) that the use of the chemical weapon should produce the same effects
as a breach of Article 16 of the Covenant.

II. CONCLUSIONS.

I. PROHIBITION OF CHEMICAL, INCENDIARY AND BACTERIOLOGICAL WARFARE.

The contracting parties renounce as against any State, whether or not a party to the
present Convention, and in any war, however unlawful such war may be on the part of their
adversaries:

(I) The use, for the purpose of injuring an adversary, of all natural or synthetic
noxious substances, whatever their state, whether solid, liquid or gaseous, whether toxic,
asphyxiating, lachrymatory, irritant, vesicant, or capable in any way of producing harmful
effects on the human or animal organism, whatever the method of their use.

This prohibition shall not apply:

(a) To explosives as such, or to the noxious substances arising from the combustion
or detonation of explosives, provided that the latter have not been designed or used
with the object of producing noxious substances;

(b) Or to smoke or fog used to screen objectives or for other military purposes,
provided that such smoke or fog is not liable to produce harmful effects under normal
conditions of use.

(2) The use of projectiles specifically intended to cause fires.
This prohibition shall not apply:

(a) To projectiles specially constructed to give light or to be luminous, and,
generally, to pyrotechnics not intended to cause fires, or to projectiles of all kinds
capable of producing incendiary effects accidentally;

(b) To projectiles designed specifically for defence against aircraft, provided that
they are used exclusively for that purpose.

(3) The use of appliances designed to attack persons by fire, such as flame-projectors.

(4) The use for the purpose of injuring an adversary of all methods for the projection,
discharge or dissemination in any manner, in places inhabited or not, of pathogenic microbes
in whatever phase they may be (virulent or capable of becoming so), or of filter-passing
viruses, or of infected substances, whether for the purpose of bringing them into immediate
contact with human beings, animals or plants, or for the purpose of affecting any of the
latter in an indirect manner-for example, by polluting the atmosphere, water, foodstuffs
or any other objects.

2. PROHIBITION OF PREPARATIONS FOR CHEMICAL, INCENDIARY AND

BACTERIOLOGICAL WARFARE.

All preparations for chemical, incendiary and bacteriological warfare.shall be prohibited in
time of peace as in time of war.

This prohibition shall not apply to material intended exclusively to protect individuals against
the effects of chemical, incendiary and bacteriological weapons (e.g., gas-masks), or to the training
of individuals to protect themselves against the effects of the said weapons.
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In order to enforce the aforesaid general prohibition, it is expressly prohibited:

(I) To manufacture, import, export or be in possession of chemical appliances and
substances exclusively suited to the conduct of chemical, incendiary and bacteriological
warfare;

(2) To manufacture, import, export or be in possession of chemical appliances and
substances suitable for both peaceful and military purposes with intent to use them in war
should occasion arise.

The contracting parties shall declare the quantities of such appliances and substances
required by the armed forces for purposes other than that of injuring an adversary (e.g.,
disinfection). The State and military services are prohibited from being in possession of or
owning appliances and substances in excess of the quantities thus declared;

(3) To instruct and train armed forces in the use of chemical, incendiary and bacte-
riological weapons and means of warfare, and to permit any such instruction and training
in their territory.

3. SUPERVISION OF THE OBSERVANCE OF THE PROHIBITION OF PREPARATIONS

FOR CHEMICAL, INCENDIARY AND BACTERIOLOGICAL WARFARE.

A special Section for questions relating to preparations for chemical, incendiary and bacte-
riological warfare shall be set up in the Permanent Disarmament Commission.

This Section shall collect all useful information that it can obtain from official and private
statistics concerning the manufacture, import, export and possession of appliances and substances
suited to the conduct of chemical, incendiary and bacteriological warfare.

It may request Governments to furnish it with additional information and explanations.
It shall receive applications from States for explanations concerning the position of other

States. After examining such applications, it shall decide whether they shall be dropped or
forwarded to the Permanent Commission.

4. PENALTIES FOR THE USE OF CHEMICAL, INCENDIARY OR BACTERIOLOGICAL WEAPONS.

I. It will be the duty of the Permanent Disarmament Commission to establish the fact of
the use of chemical, incendiary or bacteriological weapons by making a declaration to that effect.

The State which alleges that chemical, incendiary or bacteriological weapons have been used
by its adversary will immediately inform the Permanent Commission, which will notify the State
against which the charge is brought. The complainant State will at the same time apply to the
doyen of the Diplomatic Corps accredited to it. The doyen of the Diplomatic Corps will appeal
for assistance in establishing the actual facts to agents such as consuls or military attaches, for
whom he will, if necessary, secure the assistance of doctors and chemists. He will then report to
the Permanent Commission. The Permanent Commission will have the right to carry out any
preliminary enquiries both in the territory subject to the authority of the complainant State and
in the territory subject to the authority of the State against which the charge is brought.

II. The declaration of the Permanent Disarmament Commission establishing the fact of
the use of chemical, incendiary or bacteriological weapons shall have the following effects:

(I) It shall be the right and duty of third States to bring pressure to bear upon the State
which has used the chemical, incendiary or bacteriological weapons, to induce it to give up the
use of the said weapons, or to deprive it of the possibility of continuing to use them.

(2) A consultation shall be held among third States at the earliest possible moment to
determine what steps shall be taken, to decide if necessary on the punitive action of every
description to be taken and to address injunctions or recommendations to the States at war.

(3) The State against which chemical, incendiary or bacteriological weapons have been
employed shall have the right to retaliate by the use of chemical and incendiary weapons and to
make other reprisals, subject to the condition that such reprisals shall not be made outside the
fighting area.

It is understood that the Permanent Commission and the meeting of States in consultation
shall have the right to recommend expressly to the State in question that it shall refrain from
specified measures of retaliation or reprisal.
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Series of Publications: 1932.IX.56. Official No.: Conf.D.143.

Geneva, November ist, I932.

CO-OPERATION OF THE PRESS IN THE ORGANISATION OF
PEACE.

In accordance with the resolution adopted by the Assembly on October IIth, I932, the
Secretary-General has the honour to transmit to the Governments of States invited to the
Conference for the Reduction and Limitation of Armaments the following documents:

I. Report of the Sixth Commission and resolution adopted by the Assembly (thirteenth
session) on October IIth, 1932: document A.5 9 .I 93 2.

II. Extracts from the Minutes of the eighth, ninth and tenth meetings ot the Sixth
Commission of the Assembly.

III. Extract from the Minutes of the ninth plenary meeting of the Assembly.

IV. Annex to the Minutes of the Sixth Commission (document A.31.I 9 32) - Replies
from Press organisations to the enquiry into the " spread of false information which may
threaten to disturb the peace of the world and the good understanding between nations "

Geneva, October ioth, I932.

I.

REPORT BY THE SIXTH COMMITTEE TO THE ASSEMBLY.'

Rapporteur: Viscount CECIL OF CHELWOOD (United Kingdom).

The question of the collaboration of the Press in the organisation of peace, which was the
subject of an Assembly resolution in I93I, comes before this Assembly as the result of a Council
decision to have a report prepared on the subject of " the spread of false information which may
threaten to disturb the peace of the world and the good understanding between nations ".

A valuable contribution to the subject was made by the Conference of Directors of Govern-
ment Press Bureaux and Press Representatives summoned by the Danish Government at
Copenhagen in January this year, and the problem has also been made the subject of consultation
between the Secretary-General and various Press Organisations. A circular letter was sent to
sixty-four countries and directly reached more than one hundred and thirty Press organisations;
the replies received contained some valuable indications.

The problem is how to reduce or diminish false news which has the effect of exacerbating
public opinion.

Certain broad results emerge from the replies received, particularly from the International
Association of Journalists accredited to the League of Nations, the International Federation of
Journalists, and other Press organisations in different countries. There is general agreement
that the dissemination of false news does a great deal of harm. There is practically universal
dislike on the part of responsible journalists of any Government control of the Press.

The best remedy for false and tendentious news is the fullest and freest supply of news.

An important point covered in the memorandum communicated by the International
Association of Journalists is that of the difference between the price that the public is willing
to pay for its news and the far greater cost of supplying that news. The ways in which this
difference has to be made up tend sometimes to the colouring or distortion of news, though no
doubt such instances are rare. True news drives out false news, and the problem is to facilitate
the widest possible dissemination of true news.

It has not been possible to enter into all the suggestions contained in the documents before
the Committee; some-like those connected with the independence of the Press and the reduction
of tariff and other charges which bear upon the Press-need very careful study; and others-like
that for the formation of an international association of newspaper proprietors-are rather
matters for the Press itself. But there are nevertheless certain important points which the
Assembly might well consider.

Would it not be possible, for example, for some arrangements to be made between the League
and journalists whereby the new League wireless station might be used during Council and

1 Document A.59.I 93 2.
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Assembly meetings at cheap rates ? The Secretariat might be instructed to enquire into the
matter, having due regard, of course, to all legitimate interests which might be affected.

Another question which might be considered is whether the chairmen of League committees
might allow more complete and earlier distribution of documents to the Press.

The two broad objects to aim at are the greater independence of the Press from outside
control and greater freedom of access to news.

The Sixth Committee's discussion gave rise to various suggestions: the Polish delegate,
recalling that the problem of moral disarmament was being considered by a special committee
of the Disarmament Conference, proposed that the report and the Minutes of the discussion should
be conveyed to the Conference with an intimation of the desirability of summoning an international
Press conference. He also proposed that the text of the Assembly resolution and the Minutes
of the Committee should be circulated to all qualified Press organisations, and that a report should
be submitted to the next Assembly if these steps gave rise to any further developments.

Certain delegates, including those of Italy, Roumania and Yugoslavia, expressed sympathy
with the Polish proposal, and others, including the German delegate, were disposed to lay rather
greater stress on the valuable statement of the Spanish delegate that she was prepared strongly
to recommend to her Government the possibility of its convening another conference on the lines
of the Copenhagen Conference summoned by the Danish Government.

Several delegates pointed out that it was for the Governments to consider certain of the
mechanical facilities suggested to meet difficulties such as those experienced by more distant
countries in obtaining foreign news. This was a problem specially noted by the Roumanian
delegates, and it bears close relation to the observations of the Italian and French delegates on
the necessity for educating public opinion in international affairs.

The French delegate said he knew of no case in which a journalist had deliberately dissem-
inated false news. News matter was very fluid and ephemeral; it was possible to have tendentious
and distorted or inspired news, news given undue prominence by suggestive headlines, incorrect
news issued by Governments or Press bureaux, or news fabricated by semi-official representatives
of Press bureaux which might mislead the most honourable journalists. A problem which was
more serious than the dissemination of false news was the suppression of the truth.

The Australian delegate suggested an historical examination of the problem of the effect
of Press utterances on public opinion in times of crisis and their effect on the development of the
crisis. During the course of the discussion, the German delegate and the delegate of Chile drew
the attention of the Committee to what had already been done in the reduction of rates and in the
improvement of facilities for Press communications. It was noted in this connection that several
points raised by the International Press Conference of 1927 were under consideration by the Confer-
ence for the Revision of the Telegraphic and Telephonic Convention now meeting in Madrid.
The German delegate expressed appreciation of the initiative taken by the Danish Government
and his satisfaction at the possibility of a second conference of the same kind being summoned
at Madrid.

The Norwegian delegate and others emphasised the importance of the independence of the
Press in the fullest sense of the term and the public service performed by newspapers.

The Greek delegate informed the Committee that, in his country, there were laws providing
penalties for statements defamatory to other countries and likely to disturb good relations.

During the course of the discussion, reference was made to the very interesting initiative of
the International Federation of Journalists in establishing at The Hague a Court of Honour for
journalists. This Court has not existed long enough for an expression of opinion to be given on
the way in which it will work, but it is an experiment which should command the best wishes for
its prosperity and success.

The following draft resolution is presented for the consideration of the Assembly:

" The thirteenth Assembly:

" I. Expresses its gratitude to the international and national Press organisations
for their views upon the problem of preventing ' the spread of false information which may
threaten the peace of the world and the good understanding between nations ';

"2. Expresses its thanks to the Danish Government for summoning a Conference
of Governmental Press Bureaux and representatives of the Press at Copenhagen in January
1932 and notes with great interest the resolutions adopted by that Conference;

" 3. Trusts that, at a further conference organised on similar lines to the Copenhagen
Conference, definite proposals may be made to give effect to some of the principal suggestions
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already made regarding, in particular, the necessity of a greater abundance of accurate informa-
tion, of true freedom of the Press, and of co-operation between the Press organisations of various
countries;

"4. Advocates the fullest possible publicity for League meetings;

"5. Commends to the sympathetic consideration of the chairmen of all committees
of the League of Nations the earlier and more complete distribution of documents;

" 6. Desires that the Secretariat should continue to devote its attention to the develop-
ment by all the means at its disposal of the swift supply to the Press of the fullest possible
information concerning the work of the League of Nations;

"7. Invites the Council to consider the possibilities of affording to journalists cheap
facilities for communicating to their newspapers information through the League wireless
station, due regard being paid to interests affected;

"8. Requests the Secretary-General to communicate to the Press organisations
consulted and to the Disarmament Conference this resolution, together with the Minutes
of the Sixth Committee, and to report to the next Assembly on any further developments
which may arise."

II.

EXTRACTS FROM THE MINUTES OF THE SIXTH COMMISSION OF THE
THIRTEENTH ORDINARY SESSION OF THE ASSEMBLY.

EIGHTH MEETING.

Hfeld on Friday, October 7th, 1932 at io.I5 a.m.

Chairman: M. LANGE (Norway).

Co-operation of the Press in the Organisation of Peace.

The CHAIRMAN, opening the discussion, drew attention to the documentation submitted
to the Committee, which he thought of great interest. He regretted that the principal document
(A.3I.I 932) had been printed in small type, which made it very difficult to read and tiring for the
eyes. The economy effected thereby must have been almost negligible.

Viscount CECIL OF CHELWOOD (United Kingdom), Rapporteur, said that the Press was the
great instrument of publicity. Without that means of appealing to the public opinion of the world,
the League of Nations would be, he would not say powerless, but far less useful and effective than
it was at present. The co-operation of the Press, therefore, was a vital matter to the success of the
League, and all his colleagues would agree that that co-operation had been given with no stinting
hand during the history of the League.

It was also true that false news or news likely to exacerbate international relations very much
hindered and impeded the work of the League. The object therefore must be, positively, to get the
assistance of the Press in organising peace and, negatively, to prevent the exacerbation of
international relations.

The matter had been referred to the Secretariat by the Assembly of the previous year with
instructions to try to obtain, among other things, information as to how to prevent the spread of
false news which might threaten to disturb peace or good understanding between nations, and the
Committee now had before it two documents of very great importance. A Conference of
Governmental Press Bureaux and Representatives of the Press had been held at Copenhagen,
and that Conference had arrived at certain important resolutions. In addition, the various Press
Associations had been circularised by the Secretariat, and a number of replies received, particularly
from the International Association of Journalists accredited to the League of Nations and the
International Federation of Journalists, as well as from Press Associations in sixteen different
countries.

From these replies certain broad results emerged. In the first place, there was very general
agreement that the dissemination of false news-particularly false news of a kind likely to embroil
the nations-did in effect do a very great deal of harm, and constituted a real danger to peace.

1 See (a) the Resolutions of the Conference of Governmental Press Bureaux and Representatives of the Press
(Copenhagen, 1932), (b) Minutes of the third meeting of the sixty-eighth session of the Council of the League, (c) document
A.31.19 3 2 (see page 394).
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The second thing which these documents revealed was the practically universal dislike on the
part of all responsible journalists to any increase in Government control of the Press. That point
was very strongly urged in a number of the replies received, and nowhere more strongly than by
the International Federation of Journalists which said: " Journalists reject the intervention of any
disciplinary authority whatsoever, apart from that set up by themselves for dealing with such
cases ". Such was the line taken by pressmen all over the world, and he personally agreed with it.
The objection was not only to Government control, but to all outside control of the Press. The
document sent in by the journalists accredited to the League emphasised over and over again the
point that the way to get a good sound Press actuated by the highest motives was, first and
foremost, to give the greatest possible freedom to the journalists concerned. All those connected
with the Press were agreed on that point. The best remedy for all false and tendentious news was
the fullest and freest supply of news. That was put very forcibly in one of the resolutions of the
Conference at Copenhagen which said: " One of the most effective means of combating inaccurate
information is the rapid spread of accurate and abundant information through the agency of the
Press bureaux-Lord Cecil might add, not only through the agency of the Press bureaux, but
in every possible way.

Another point, which was made very strongly, was worth the consideration of the Committee,
and indeed of public opinion. News, it was pointed out, depended on the cost of the newspapers
concerned. The public demanded news for a price which was very far from covering the expense
of obtaining that news; and the proprietors of the Press and those connected with it had to consider
how that gap between the cost price and the selling-price was to be bridged. It was bridged in
several ways. In the first place, by the sale of advertisements. Many advertisements were of
course unobjectionable; but, according to the journalists attached to the League, there was a type
of advertiser who tried to control the policy and the news published in the paper, and that involved
deflection from the true representation of the facts. Secondly, there were subsidies, whetherfrom
some organisations or from Governments. That also involved some control and some deflection
from the truth of news published in the papers. Finally, there was the phenomenon extremely
common and well known in the United Kingdom as elsewhere, of newspapers being bought up by
great capitalists with the object, not only of producing a vehicle of news and information of a
strictly impartial and objective character, but also of forwarding their private or political interests
through the medium of the paper. That again involved diversion from, or distortion of, the truth.

Those were the facts laid before the Committee in very clear-almost brilliant-language,
particularly by the International Association of Journalists accredited to the League of Nations;
and with this statement of the facts would be found very interesting suggestions as to how the
difficulty of bridging the gap between the cost of production and the sale price of the paper could
be met.

In the first place, these suggestions referred to the possibility of Governments making news
more readily available and cheaper and easier to use. In that connection, Lord Cecil had
a suggestion to make. Would it not be possible to use the League wireless station, at any rate
during Council meetings or Assemblies, for the dissemination by journalists of the new sthey desired
to communicate cheaply and effectively ? If the Committee agreed, he would suggest that it should
recommend the Secretariat to look into the matter and, while having regard to legitimate interests
which might be in conflict, see what could be done in that direction by way of example, so to speak,
to Governments and organisations throughout the world.

A great deal was said in the documents about the evils of indirect payment of the Press-
by advertisement, by subsidies-and by other forms of financial control. He himself was satisfied
that the claim made by the journalists was justified-namely, that, if they were left full freedom,
they would be anxious for every reason to supply good, impartial and, what he might call, " well-
meaning news, and not try to embitter controversies throughout the world. They would be actuated
by what he believed were the first words printed by that father of printing, Gutenberg-" Fiat
lux .

One Press association made the suggestion that " in the interests of world peace no armaments
industry and no business connected therewith should be permitted to be the owner or a newspaper
or of a telegraphic agency, or to subsidise directly or indirectly newspapers or telegraphic agencies .
How far that could be carried out was not a matter with which the Committee could deal there and
then: but it was a striking indication of how bitterly journalists felt the charge of disseminating
false news, and how strongly they believed that the charge should be made, not against them,
but against the interests which, in their view, too often controlled the supply of news.

Such cases were no doubt relatively rare. It was exceptional to find on the part of proprietors,
advertisers, or those who gave subsidies to the Press, any desire to poison the wells of truth.

It had been suggested that it might be desirable to have an International Association of
Newspaper Directors with a view to greater co-operation between the newspapers of the world.

In general, Lord Cecil did not think there was any special action the Committee could take.
The question was, in the main, a matter for the national Governments. There was, however, one
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thing the Committee could. do to help. It was very strongly recommended that all meetings of
the League and of its committees should be open to the Press. No doubt some of them would be
regarded as of insufficient public interest to warrant a report of their proceedings, but that, it was
urged, was a matter for the journalists to judge. Full opportunity, it was said, ought to be given
to them for gathering news of all kinds in every case where an official body or even an unofficial
body of the League was at work.

It was also urged very strongly that there should be a more complete distribution of documents;
and it was pointed out, among other things, that, under the regulations of the League, it was left
to the Chairmen of committees to decide whether documents should be communicated to the
Press before being communicated to the Council or the Assembly. He thought this matter might be
brought to the attention of Chairmen, who might be asked to consider more carefully how often
they could give this permission for documents to be distributed at an earlier stage than was
sometimes the case at present.

If the League really wished to secure the full co-operation of the Press, it must give out more,
and not less, information. In this connection, the journalists made a very strong statement as to the
importance of the Information Section of the Secretariat and the admirable work it was doing.
The following statement was made by the International Association of Journalists accredited to
the League of Nations (letter of September 30th, 1932, from their President to the Chairman of the
Fourth Committee of the Assembly):

" The League's Information Section is still easily the best such service that we know of
anywhere and in many respects its work is a model for others that are less handicapped than it.
We would add that the highest appreciation of its work comes from those of our members
who have the widest experience in different countries with governmental and other Press
bureaux. "

The establishment of the Court of Honour for Journalists was a matter of great interest. He
was sure he was expressing the views of every member of the Committee in tendering their best
wishes for its prosperity and success.

To sum up, if it were desired to secure the co-operation of the Press, both positively in support
of measures of peace and negatively in the suppression of false and pernicious news, the great thing
to do was to foster the healthy growth of journalism. The best means of doing that was to provide
more and cheaper news, to enable journalists to work with greater freedom and to fulfil their duties
with less outside control and, perhaps, less commercialism. Journalism was an art or a craft of the
highest skill; and in this case, as in so many others, the higher the aim, the greater the truth. That
was the general conclusion at which Lord Cecil had arrived after a study of the documents before
the Committee.

The CHAIRMAN thanked Lod Cecil for having provided so useful a basis of discussion.

The delegates would shortly receive a copy of the correspondence exchanged between the
President of the Association of ournalists accredited to the tion s acLeague and the Secretary-General,
concerning the discontinuance as a result of retrenchment-of the posting-up of the Minutes of
Committees in the journalists' hall. This matter had been discussed by the Fourth Committee,
which had referred it to the Supervisory Commission. He had just learned that the Supervisory
Commission had appointed a special Committee to study the question in the hope that some work-
able arrangement would be reached in time for the next Assembly, because there was no possibility
of re-establishing the former procedure during the present Assembly. This matter, of course,
could not form the subject of any decision or even discussion in the Sixth Committee, but he felt
that the delegates of the Sixth Committee should be informed of the course of events.

The Committee now had to consider the Polish delegation's draft resolution.

M. SZUMLAKOWSKI (Poland) said that the Polish Government attached great importance to
the collaboration of the Press. It had proved its interest by submitting to the Disarmament
Conference a memorandum on moral disarmament in which the present question was accorded
considerable prominence. As the delegates were aware, the Disarmament Conference had set up a
Committee on Moral Disarmament which had already made satisfactory progress in its work.
With regard to the Press, the Polish delegation had submitted to this Committee a draft resolution
urging the convening of an international Press conference. The Committee had adopted this
resolution as a basis of its discussions.

The Secretary-General's report (document A.3I.I932) contained several interesting suggestions
from the various Press associations. They threw a new light on this complex problem and proved
that it would have to be deeply studied before the anxieties expressed in the League and in the
Disarmament Conference could be dispelled.

It could not be denied that a problem of false news existed and that international relations
were even disturbed by the propagation of false and biassed news. Endeavours must, therefore,
be made to discover remedies for this evil, of which journalists were generally not the authors
but the victims. This problem arose within the vast framework of the international collaboration
of the Press. The remedy could not be supplied by Governments. That was the natural task
of journalists themselves, who were best fitted to find the most adequate solution. In fact, it was
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absolutely necessary that the qualified Press organisations should be left to deal with the problem
of false news themselves. The liberty of the Press must in no way be hampered. He was sure
that no delegate, by inopportune action, would desire to complicate further the already complex
task of journalists. Governments could assist the Press associations by convening an international
Press conference, which, he was sure, would give good results.

This was the method indicated by the Committee on Moral Disarmament. Surely it would
not be desirable for the Assembly to deal with this question in its turn without taking account
of the results achieved by the Disarmament Conference, particularly as the same States were
represented in the Assembly as were present at the Conference. 'The Polish delegation therefore
proposed that the discussion, which would doubtless be of great utility from the standpoint of the
future work of the Disarmament Conference, should be closed by the adoption of a resolution, the
text of which had already been submitted to the delegations and read as follows:

" Whereas the Assembly has considered the Secretary-General's report on the question
of false news and appreciates its highly informative character;

"Whereas the problem of false news, and, in general, that of the co-operation of the
Press in the organisation of peace, form part of the more general problem of moral disarmament;

" Wherease th the Assembly is of opinion thatthe solution of theproblem of moral disarma-
ment so far as concerns the Press can only be effectively sought by journalists themselves,
and that it consequently seems desirable that an international Press Conference shoula be
convened at an early date;

" Whereas the problem of moral disarmament is being exhaustively investigated by the
Committee of the Disarmament Conference on Moral Disarmament:

" The Assembly decides to request the Council of the League of Nations to convey the
present resolution, together wit the Secretary-General's report and the Minutes of the
Sixth Committee, to the Disarmament Conference, and to call the latter's attention to the
desirability of an international Press conference. "

Finally, he had one suggestion to make. It might be desirable to request the Secretariat
of the League to communicate to the international Press organisations all the documents on this
question submitted to the present Assembly. The latter, by their replies to the Information
Section's enquiry, had shown that they attached great importance to thd gr the problem and were prepared
to co-operate with the League in solving it. It would therefore only be right to keep them informed
of the progress of the work.

M. FILLOTI (Roumania) said that the Roumanian delegation had been deeply interested in
the results of the Copenhagen Conference of Press bureaux and journalists. The Danish Govern-
ment was to be congratulated on the initiative it had taken in supplying the delegates of the
Assembly with the texts of the resolutions adopted. From the results, it was obvious that a
considerable measure of agreement had been reached regarding a whole series of highly commendable
principles. As regards practical steps, however, there was a wide divergence of opinion. Two
fundamental ideas emerged from the discussion: one was that the surest means of combating false
news was to spread the truth. Some proposed direct means to counteract the spreading of false
news, while others proposed indirect means to prevent its circulation; a third group held that any
action at present would be premature. The second fundamental idea was that there should be
no restriction of the liberty the Press. It was obvious that all these proposals would have to
be co-ordinated.

One of the most practical means for assisting the Press at the present time was administrative
measures for the reduction of rates. This question should be taken into serious consideration by
the various Governments, it being always remembered that the best way to deal with false news
was to intensify the dissemination of accurate news. There could be no doubt that the dearness
of telephonic and telegraphic communications and the restrictions placed on the use by newspapers
of wireless news hampered the spread of adequate information. As regarded Geneva, the
complications increased in proportion to the distance which separated that city from the journalist's
country. Distant countries, therefore, often experienced difficulty in obtaining sufficient news
concerning the League and its activities. Consequently, the space accorded to foreign news was
reduced in favour of local news, which led to the over-concentration of public opinion on domestic
matters. Any expense incurred by Governments in granting greater facilities would, he thought,
be fully compensated by the advantages gained both by themselves and the League.

Many other interesting suggestions had been put forward, such as the desirability of creating an
international federation of newspaper publishers, etc. It was clear that a very wide field of
possibilities had still to be explored. He had only just now read the Polish delegation's proposal.
While agreeing that the question of moral disarmament was of the highest importance, he was
not sure that the present question was not of wider scope than moral disarmament itself. He would
be prepared to accept the Polish resolution with an amendment to the effect that the documents
of the present Assembly should be communicated to the Committee on Moral Disarmament, but
at the same time the Secretary-General should be requested to continue the enquiry and submit
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a report to the next Assembly. He did not think that the present financial situation would permit
of the convening of another conference. Or course, if any Government or Governments were
prepared-like the Danish Government in the past--to organise such a conference, the decision
would undoubtedly be welcomed by all concerned.

Mme. OYARZABAL DE PALENCIA (Spain) said it was clear that the Spanish Government took

great interest in this question, since the resolution on the subject submitted in the previous year
had been proposed by the Spanish delegation. That delegation had put forward its proposal as a
tribute to the Press, which had played so important a part in guiding Spain through a very critical
period of her development without complications or any really serious disturbances.

Speaking as a journalist, she could say that the report before the Committee admirably
explained all the difficulties which were experienced by this very important profession. Above
all, it emphasised the unanimous desire of journalists to be accorded full liberty of action. Possibly,
in this connection the Spanish resolution had been misunderstood: the only control on the liberty
of the Press which it proposed was a moral control. Any other form of control would not merely
be disliked by journalists, but would counteract the beneficial action they could otherwise take.
It was an extraordinary fact that at the present time, when narrow industrial interests were so
well and ably defended on the least provocation, tremendous problems involving the happiness of
millions of men and women were left absolutely at the mercy of petty egoisms and covert
propaganda. In all this the chief sufferers were the journalists themselves. One great drawback
at present was the existence of so many self-styled journalists. It seemed that at the present time
everybody considered himself or herself to be a journalist. Some of these persons were undoubtedly
actuated by base considerations which hampered the work of true journalists. True journalists
-she could say from experience-invariably sought to state the truth and suffered profoundly
when they saw their reports distorted.

Though there were no greater enthusiasts for truth than the journalists themselves, the League
must help by reacting against inaccurate news. Journalists knew how deep an impression inaccurate
news could produce on the masses. It was enormously important that news should be accurate:
better only a little news, better even unpalatable news, than news which was untrue.

The facilities indicated on page 20 of the report (document A.3I. 1932) would be of great assis-

tance to the Press, particularly in the case of papers which did not possess great financial resources.
It was essential that more documents and information should be made available and all meetings

should be open to journalists as Lord Cecil had suggested; but some more definite action was
necessary. The Polish delegation's proposal was inacceptable for financial reasons at a time when
the League had had to curtail so many of its activities on grounds of economy. Wonld it not be
possible to obtain the desired result by the same method as that which had led to the convening
of the Copenhagen Conference ? She was prepared to recommend to the Spanish Government
that it should consider favourably the possibility of convening such a conference. She had, of
course, no mandate from her Government to make this suggestion and was merely stating her
personal willingness to raise the point. She was sure, however, that the Spanish Government
would consider the possibility with sympathy.

It was the duty of everyone to aid in the dissemination of truth. Even silence bred fear, and
semi-silence misunderstanding. Truth dispelled fears and misconceptions and helped to promote
that understanding which in turn led to good fellowship.

M. Lucien HUBERT (France) said that he would leave his colleague, M. de Tessan, who directed
the foreign political news of one of the most important regional dailies of France, to deal with the
technical aspects of the question.

In the first place, he paid a tribute to all the work which had been accomplished, to the excel-
lent report and to the manner in which Lord Cecil has explained and commented on the situation.
He agreed with Lord Cecil that all efforts must be based on the entire liberty of the Press. Lord
Cecil had shown how such liberty was sometimes menaced by publicity contracts, Government
subsidies, etc. Of course, it was for the newspapers to protect themselves against such menaces,
but the League could help them by doing its best to counteract false and dangerous news. The
antidote for false news was true news. He had no need to insist on that point, which had been
sufficiently emphasised by previous speakers. False news had never perhaps been a greater
danger to the world than it was to-day; therefore the League must fight it, the Press must aid the
League, and the League must aid the Press.

D'Annunzio once dedicated a book to Anatole France in the following terms: " To him whom

both error and truth seek equally to beguile ". The same might be said of journalists, except that
journalists sought for truth, while error sought for them-though it should be remembered that
there were some truths which it was not always a good thing to make public. He believed,
however, in the force of truth. There was an African proverb which said that, however early in
the morning a lie set out, it would be overtaken by truth before the evening. The League should

aid iournalists in their task and should rely on the journalists themselves to do the rest,
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Sir Donald CAMERON (Australia) said that there was no need for him to emphasise the
supreme importance to peace of the accuracy and understanding nature of all information of an
international character published by the Press. The problem of avoiding the publication of news
that might either be false or, even if true, harmful if released at a time of national crisis, was, he
was sure, receiving the sympathetic consideration of newspaper proprietors and journalists'
associations throughout Australia. Reports received by the Australian Government from
Australian journalists' associations showed that the very heavy responsibility of the Press in
this matter was fully appreciated. That the danger existed was self-evident. He thought the
most effective action would be to bring journalists and newspaper proprietors throughout the
world to realise their immense responsibility. It was difficult to say how this result could best
be achieved. He felt sure, however, that the subject should not be approached without a close
historical investigation of the effect of Press utterances upon national feelings in past crises and
the apparent influence of such utterances on the development of those crises. This was a most
necessary undertaking if the League was ever, with the assistance of the Press, to ensure that
news should not be published if it were false or, if true, harmful.

In considering this question, the fundamental, and, in his opinion, vital principle of the
freedom of the Press must always be borne in mind. Any restrictions placed on the Press would
eventually prove more harmful than beneficial. The whole question should be approached.
with very great care. Personally, he did not think that when the League had come to consider the
question of the co-operation of the Press in the organisation of peace there had been any suggestion
of imposing control on the Press. In such matters, however, co-operation, unless carefully
directed into the right channels, not infrequently resulted in control which was tantamount to
restriction.

It was perhaps unnecessary to emphasise the inestimable advantage of a free Press. Those
advantages were, however, set off by the disadvantage that some journalists or newspaper pro-
prietors endeavoured to seek publicity or profit by the publication of exaggerated or untrue
statements, even when such statements might dangerously inflame public opinion. The most
effective manner in which such danger could be avoided was the provision of an ample supply
of true and accurate information. The end to be attained was a candid and truthful presentation
of news of international concern and it could never be attained without the goodwill of newspaper
proprietors and journalists themselves. Provided the problem were approached in the right
spirit, a great step forward could, with the co-operation of the Press, be achieved in the maintenance
of world peace.

M. VALDES-MENDEVILLE (Chile) said that it was obvious that the Chilian Government fully
approved the efforts being made to secure the co-operation of the Press in the organisation of
peace, since, in 1925, the Chilian delegation had been the first to raise the whole question. At
that time the proposal had perhaps seemed to be Utopian. Time had been necessary to allow the
question to mature.

The first result of the proposal had been the Press Conference of 1927. The question had
since then entered into a second stage. The third stage would begin with M. de Tessan's proposals,
which the Committee would discuss later. The importance of the first stage should not, however,
be minimised. Many of the recommendations of the 1927 Conference had been carried out, while
others were in process of execution; for instance, the Madrid Conference for the Revision of the
International Telegraph Convention including the proposal to institute urgent Press telegrams
and a deferred Press telegram service.

He fully agreed with Lord Cecil's remarks and believed that in the work of co-ordination
the full liberty of the Press must be guaranteed. He hoped that the Press would be able to take
spontaneous decisions which would help the matter forward. He would quote the instance of
one very small country whose Press had proposed that the International Press Organisations
should give a definite undertaking to help. That country, Honduras, had, in another sphere,
given an excellent example of conciliation by submitting a very important frontier question with
her neighbour Guatemala to arbitration.

He reserved the right to study later the Polish delegation's very interesting proposal, in the
light of its various aspects and possible consequences.

M. ANDRITCH (Yugoslavia) said that he had, as his contry's representative on the Committee
oni Moral Disarmament and its Press Sub-Committee, on several occasions expressed his Govern-
ment's opinion on the question now under discussion. He need, therefore, merely state that
he fully shared the views set out in the Polish delegation's draft resolution. Knowing only too
well the dire effects of false news on public opinion, the Yugoslav delegation felt that States
should do everything in their power to suppress and combat such news. The campaign, however,
could only be carried on with the help of journalists themselves. The only effective action against
the newspapers was that undertaken by the Press itself. The Yugoslav delegation shared Lord
Cecil's view that all the League's work should be open and accessible as far as possible to Press
representatives. Such a policy would be beneficial to all countries and the League itself.
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M. DE MARSANICH (Italy) pointed out that the dissemination of false news was not necessarily,
as the Empire Press Union had observed, a matter for international action. The remedy might
lie in the better education of the public in international affairs. It was necessary to establish
much closer contact between the Press and Government Press bureaux by means of more frequent
conferences. Stress should be laid on the personal responsibility of journalists. Only trustworthy
persons of highest repute should be allowed to engage in the profession. There ought, in every
country, to be official registers of journalists such as existed in the case of the legal, medical and
other professions. A necessary balance must be struck between the freedom of the Press on the
one hand and its responsibility on the other. Liberty had no meaning unless it was counter-
balanced by responsibility.

He entirely agreed that the Minutes of the present discussion should be communicated to the
Disarmament Conference.

M. DE TESSAN (France) had read most carefully the excellent report submitted by Mr. Clarence
Streit on behalf of the International Association of Journalists accredited to the League of
Nations, and had listened no less carefully to the observations submitted on the subject by
Lord Cecil and other speakers. All through the discussion, however, in which so much had been
said about " false information " and its pernicious effects on the various sections onof world opinion,
no one, so far as he was aware, had explained exactly what was meant by "false information ".
The supplying of information was an extremely delicate task, since the elements of that information
were often fluid and ephemeral and essentially non-stable in character. At what precise point
could it be said that news was absolutely correct ? News that was true in the morning might
be false in the evening, or vice versa. A rumour, for instance, that was at first indignantly denounced,
might become an article of faith. A journalist working under difficult conditions in the midst
of political and diplomatic offensives and counter-offensives found it very difficult to discriminate.
He did his best.

M. de Tessan had never known any professional journalist worthy of the name who had
deliberately invented a piece of news or published information such as to lead to catastrophic
results. When a journalist made a mistake, it was generally because he had been misled himself
or because influences brought into play later had distorted the whole affair. M. de Tessan did not
deny that there were tendentious campaigns, that pressure was brought to bear on public opinion
through the intermediary of the Press, or that there were ways of giving this or that piece of news
exaggerated importance by means of the head-lines and typographical lay-out of the paper.
There thus existed the possibility of doing a great deal of harm, of arousing passions, of irritating
people's minds instead of rounding off the angles and working for mutual comprehension as the
spirit of the League demanded. To assert the contrary would be to refuse the Press the influence
it enjoyed in varying degrees in different countries. But here again it was not a question of false
information unscrupulously manufactured in the interests of some particular cause, but rather
of misleading propaganda injuris to good understanding ro to o ebetween the peoples.

How then could journalists and correspondents be enabled-so far as that was humanly
possible-to avoid the mistakes and to cope with the drawbacks of incomplete information or
news that might tend to unsettle people ? That was a point which M. de Tessan would like
briefly to consider. In his view, the possibilities of improvement were of two kinds-mechanical
and moral. Journalists must be given assistance in the exercise of their profession, by facilitating
all electrical means of transmitting news, particularly by reducing the telephone, telegraph,
cable and wireless rates for long distances. They must be enabled to travel about easily and
more cheaply in the pursuit of their enquiries. They should be given access, without irritating
formalities, to all means of land and air transport to enable them to carry out their task with
the necessary rapidity.

Mr. Clarence Streit's report contained some excellent suggestions on this subject. He
suggested-with a view to assisting the distribution of newspapers and giving the Press access
to a larger public, especially in countries suffering from the economic cs-the reduction of
Customs duties on newsprint paper, ink and machinery.

He would add that if such privileges were accorded to the Press, it was not only the news-
paper owners or companies that must benefit by them. It was only right that the position of
the journalists within the organisation itself should be improved and consolidated. It was for
this that the trade unions were fighting. They demanded a better status, adequate pensions
and more definite guarantees. Here at Geneva the word " security " was being much discussed.
M. de Tessan felt sure he could say without offending anyone, certainly not any technical member
of the Press, that journalists were in need of security. In many places, they were not paid as
they should be; they could not look forward to a comfortable old age; they did not possess a
status such as to protect them adequately or enhance their professional prestige. In order to
have good journalists, in order to build up a sound journalistic profession and raise the standard
of the recruits, the necessary financial sacrifices must be made. Journalists were anxious that
their profession should be in every sense of the word a liberal profession, with the material and
intellectual independence which that implied.

Lord Cecil had just put before the Committee the ideal of a Press entirely free from pressure.
M. de Tessan agreed with him most heartily. But it was rare, in the present day, to find newspapers
edited, controlled or owned by pure journalists. Coalitions of interests often weighed on newspapers,
or magnates acquired control, preoccupied with their own particular interests rather than those
of the general public. It might even happen that in whole regions the Press was in the hands of a
trust or was simply a cog in a higher organisation. When the freedom of the Press was thus
threatened, it was for the people in every country who still preserved their feeling of independence
to react and break down those various coalitions which stifled the spirit of criticism and smothered
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free discussion. To a Frenchman, the freedom of the Press was an inalienable democratic principle.
They rejected the idea of censorship in any form. One of the great French polemical writers said:
"You cannot kill ideas with a gun ". M. de Tessan would add: " Neither can you eliminate them
with a pair of scissors ". The clash of ideas, it had been said, produced the spark of vision. These
generous clashes of ideas must be allowed to occur, and nothing must prevent them.

Further, Governments should supply journalists with entirely objective documentary material
and should not seek to influence them, according to their immediate views, by giving them
incomplete information. There would be less false news in the world if the Press bureaux were
more careful to supply only impartial information, and if persons not holding any actual office
but responsible, in point of fact, for the propaganda of this or that State, refrained from giving
journalists suggestions in keeping with their own particular wishes. It would be seen how difficult
it was for professional journalists to keep a clear head in their work and to insist upon their right
of independent judgment.

M. de Tessan would now consider another aspect of the problem. To encourage the
release of accurate news was excellent. To give the Press the material means to inform the
world without delay was also an excellent idea. But how was it possible to cope with one weapon
which was more terrible than all the rest-namely, silence ? There were, in truth, regular conspiracies
of silence. Useful news was systematically eliminated. Certain problems were jealously kept
beyond the reach of discussion. No matter from whence the mot d'ordre emanated, silence was
reprehensible. To know the truth and not to spread it was worse than to manufacture tendentious
news or carelessly to spread abroad a piece of false information. In that last case there was always
the possibility of a denial, to act as an antidote for the effects of the poison of noxious information.
But what weapon could be used when news which might elighten public opinion was not allowed to
penetrate, news which would permit of contrary views being heard, news which would result in
a more rational outlook ? Silence constituted the most redoubtable, the most deadly tactical
means at the disposal of anyone fighting to prevent rapprochement between the peoples.

Whatever the difficulties of the task, the Press must be allowed to co-operate in the work of
moral disarmament and the organisation of peace. A number of practical means had been suggested
with a view to informing the public more fully, with a view to strengthening the prestige
of journalists and promoting the independence of the Press. But the education of the newspaper-
reading masses did not depend on the Press alone. Their education might be supplemented
by means of the instruments of intellectual co-operation at the disposal of the League. What
was being done in the matter of the education of the people-wireless, the cinema-gave ground for
hope that the masses would gradually become more enlightened and better prepared to defend their
own interests, for which the essential requirement was peace. Intellectual co-operation, as
M. de Tessan had already explained, was closely linked up with the action of the Press. The more
intelligent readers there were in the world, the more important the role newspapers would be
called upon to play. The more independent newspapers were, the more effective would that role be.
Mankind would have everything to gain by this double progression, and there would be cause
for real satisfaction when the readers of the important daily papers were in a position to exercise
intellectual censorship-the only kind of censorship that really counted-to interpret news
accurately, to understand all that the Press told them and even, if necessary, all that it did not
tell them.

The continuation of the discussion was adjourned to the next meeting.

NINTH MEETING.

Held on Saturday, October 8th, I932, at 10.30 a.m.

Chairman: M. LANGE (Norway).

Co-operation of the Press in the Organisation of Peace (continuation).

M. VON WEIZSACKER (Germany) associated himself with the excellent speeches made during
the previous discussion. He was able to do so the more easily because his country was in favour
of any measures by which the unfortunate results of the transmission of false news might be
overcome.

He concluded from the documents communicated to the members of the Committee that
journalists cared for nothing so much as the truth, and nothing cost them so much as the truth.
Obviously, facilities of all kinds which might be offered to journalists, such as a reduction in the
cost of transmission, would facilitate the campaign against false news. This campaign would be
the more efficacious if a large number of journalists could obtain information by their own means.
He observed that the chief questions involved were to be found in the agenda of the World
Telegraphic Conference, which was at present meeting in Madrid, and the Wireless Conference.
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He pointed out that the cost of Press communications had already been reduced by Io per
cent during recent years. In addition, certain special facilities had already been granted: the
transmission of Press telegrams was no longer restricted to certain hours, telephonic communi-
cations from journalists had priority without additional charge, etc. The German delegate stated
that he had just learnt with pleasure that the Madrid Conference was about to decide that urgent
Press telegrams should also be accorded a reduced tariff. That was one more step in the right
direction.

The German delegate considered the Spanish delegate's proposal to convene a new Conference
similar to the Copenhagen Conference both useful and practical, and would be particularly glad
if this Conference could meet in Madrid. International journalist's organisations, such as the
International Federation of Journalists and the International Association of Journalists accredited
to the League, might consider how technical developments could be utilised to facilitate the work
of journalists. Efficacious contact between the Press and the League of Nations would be furthered
if the latter association made suggestions as to how the dissemination of false news could be
prevented. The spirit prevailing in that association would undoubtedly ensure the utility of such
collaboration, and enable further progress to be made.

M. PAPADAKIS (Greece) emphasised the importance which his country attached to the problem
of the co-operation of the Press in the organisation of peace, and especially to the question of
the dissemination of false news. It had expressed its interest at the time of the Copenhagen
Conference, when the Greek delegate had submitted a draft resolution recommending close inter-
national co-operation between official, semi-official, and private bodies or persons who could help
to prevent the spreading of false news. The events which had occurred in the past year in Cyprus
had given the Greek Government an opportunity to take steps which showed that its anxiety
to safeguard the truth was not merely theoretical. Many misunderstandings had been prevented
by these measures, and considerable undesirable friction had been avoided. Greece had also
recently enacted legal provisions imposing very heavy sanctions on attempts to defame foreign
Governments. These provisions had been applied in a recent case, and, as a result, public opinion
in a neighbouring country had been given satisfaction. The Greek delegate desired to explain,
however, that it had rarely been necessary to apply the provisions in question, for the Greek Press
had already a profound realisation of the contribution it was called upon to make in moral disar-
mament.

The Greek delegate thought that, in view of the very interesting suggestions which the jour-
nalists' associations had themselves submitted to the League, those associations should be thanked
for their co-operation and sincerity. M. Papadakis firmly believed that the programme of reform
which these associations had proposed should be studied carefully, although some of its features
might perhaps appear rather bold, such as the idea of making newspapers a public undertaking,
part of the cost being borne by the State budget. In spite of appearances, several of the proposals
were logical and realisable.

The Greek Government had already extended to journalists many facilities, including
transport, communications, reduction of Customs duties on paper for newspapers, etc. Material
pressure on newspapers was becoming more and more rare in Greece.

It must also be remembered that, when in certain States the Press was subject to regulations
compelling it to keep silence on certain questions, that might be due to temporary circumstances;
this method might have been applied as an experiment to a Press which sometimes became too
violent, and might be part of a system necessitated by the special situation of a particular nation.
Care must be taken not to attack the sovereignty of States. M. Papadakis pointed out, in this
connection, that, in his country, the Press had complete liberty.

Finally, the Greek delegate stated that he shared the Spanish delegate's doubts as to whether
it would be possible for the journalists themselves to organise a new Press Conference in the present
circumstances. If Mme. Oyarzabal de Palencia's appeal to her Government were successful,
the League would have still more reason to be grateful to the Spanish Republic.

(At the Chairman's request, M. Valdes-Mendeville, Vice-Chairman, took the chair.)

M. LANGE (Norway) wished to say, in his capacity as Norwegian delegate, that he had read
document A.3I.I932 which had been submitted to the Commission with the greatest interest.
He had been particularly impressed by the introductory letter from Mr. Streit, President of
the International Association of Journalists accredited to the League. The whole document
was, in his view, one of the most noteworthy that he had ever read since he had attended the
Assembly's proceedings as a delegate.

There was plainly one fundamental condition which must exist if the Press was to carry
out its true function of giving expression to all the shades of opinion in any country. That condition
was that the Press must be really independent. It could not make use of the liberty granted
it by law unless it was independent in every sense of the word.

He would recall Mr. Gladstone's statement that all the liberties existing in a country could
be suppressed without any great danger so long as the liberty of the Press was preserved. That
was a profound truth. For this reason the particular problem under consideration by the Sixth
Committee was, in reality, only one factor of afar wider problem-namely, the independence
of the Press. The Sixth Committee was not asked to find a solution for this latter issue. It
might, however, include among its conclusions certains suggestions as to ways and means of
mitigating the evil. It was true that the position of the Press differed in the different countries.
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It was only one factor in the general situation, but it would be remarked that the Press exercised
greater influence in countries where it was independent.

M. Lange had always admired the way in which the British Press devoted a large amount
of space to letters to the Editor. Under that system, dissentient opinions found free opportunity
of expression, and it should be followed generally. True, it would be illusory to imagine that
public opinion in all its shades was favourable to peace. He, however, found satisfaction in
that fact when he considered that no great cause had triumphed without passing through the
ordeal of public discussion and free criticism on the part of its opponents.

M. Lange favoured the method of consulting the heads of the official Press bureaux in the
different countries, but he would like the journalists themselves to be consulted as well. He had
been glad to hear various speakers endorse Mr. Streit's suggestion in that connection. He consi-
dered that the Press might, to a certain extent, be regarded as a public utility undertaking, part
of the cost of which should be borne by the State. Further, the profession of journalism should
be endowed with a charter. This would engender a feeling of its responsibility, more particularly
for truth and justice.

Viscount CECIL OF CHELWOOD (United Kingdom), Rapporteur, noted with satisfaction that
no criticism had been made against the considerations he had offered at the previous meeting.
He accordingly concluded that his statement had been accepted in its general outlines.

He agreed with the Norwegian delegate that his remarks covered only part of the general
problem of the Press. The Sixth Committee was not the place to deal with these general questions,
which must nevertheless be borne in mind.

The United Kingdom was not the only country in which the Press published letters to the
Editor, as M. Lange had said. Nevertheless, such letters did provide a very useful safety valve
for public opinion.

The Rapporteur had listened with interest to M. de Tessan's remark to the effect that no
mention had been made during the debates of the fact that silence might cause an impression
no less incorrect than that due to the use of any particular words. It must, however, be admitted
that it was very difficult to make people speak when they did not wish to do so.

Two salient points in the discussion were the independence of the Press and the facilities to
be given to newspapers to enable them to obtain news more easily. Those were the two main
conditions for the real liberty of the Press, and they were therefore the two points to be drawn more
particularly to the Assembly's notice.

The Rapporteur would mention in his report the Spanish delegate's suggestion. The carrying
out of that proposal would obviously depend to some extent on the Spanish Government's goodwill,
on which the League could, of course, rely.

He considered that the proposed Conference might usefully examine certain practical methods
for giving effect to the general ideas advanced during the present discussion. He would take
account in the report, after consulting the Polish delegation, of the substance of the latter's
resolution.

(The general discussion was declared closed.)

TENTH MEETING.

Held on Monday, October Ioth, 1932, at 5 p.m.

Chairman: M. LANGE (Norway).

Co-operation of the Press in the Organisation of Peace (continuation).

Viscount CECIL OF CHELWOOD (United Kingdom), Rapporteur, read his draft report and
resolution.

M. SZUMLAKOWSKI (Poland) accepted, on behalf of the Polish delegation, the draft report
and resolution submitted by the Rapporteur.

M. DE TESSAN (France) thanked the Rapporteur for his impartiality and the masterly way in
which he had summarised the Committee's discussions. On behalf of the French delegation,
he associated himself entirely with the draft resolution, and expressed the hope that the Press
Conference, which it was proposed to convene at Madrid, would take place as soon as possible.

Mme. OYARZABAL DE PALENCIA (Spain) also thanked the Rapporteur, whom she congratulated
on the lucidity of his report. She hoped that the Madrid Conference would meet and examine
the two principal points mentioned in Lord Cecil's report.

The report and draft resolution were adopted.
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Co-operation of the Press in the Organisation of Peace: Appointment of a Rapporteur to the
Assembly.

The CHAIRMAN requested Lord Cecil to submit the report to the Assembly.

Viscount CECIL OF CHELWOOD (United Kingdom) accepted the Chairman's suggestion and
paid a tribute to the help he had received from the Committee and the Secretariat.

III.

EXTRACT FROM THE MINUTES OF THE NINTH PLENARY MEETING

OF THE THIRTEENTH ORDINARY SESSION OF THE ASSEMBLY.

Tuesday, October IIth, I932, at I0.30 a.m.

President: M. POLITIS.

Co-operation of the Press in the Organisation of Peace: Report of the Sixth Committee:
Resolution.

The PRESIDENT:

Translation: The next item on the agenda is the discussion of the Sixth Committee's report
on the co-operation of the Press in the organisation of peace (document A.59.I932, Annex I4).

(On the invitation of the President, Dr. Lange, Chairman of the Sixth Committee, and Viscount
Cecil of Chelwood, Rapporteur, took their places on the platform.)

The PRESIDENT:

Translation: Viscount Cecil of Chelwood, Rapporteur, will address the Assembly.

Viscount CECIL OF CHELWOOD (United Kingdom), Rapporteur. - The subject that I have
to bring before the Assembly is one, I think, which will be recognised to be of considerable
importance-the co-operation of the Press in the organisation of peace. It is a very old observation
in these Assemblies that public opinion is the life-blood of the League of Nations, and if that
is so, it is of the greatest possible importance that that life-blood should be kept pure and abundant.
The co-operation of the Press is absolutely essential if that object is to secured.

I do not think that the Sixth Committee was of opinion that the danger of actual false news
being disseminated by the Press was, in practice, a serious one. That it may sometimes have
happened is no doubt true, but the general sentiment expressed in the Committee was that,
if it did happen, it happened very rarely, and that it was not the chief danger to be feared.
What was felt was that, quite apart from actually false news, there was a danger of news being
distorted; perhaps an even greater danger-as was pointed out by one of the members of the
Committee, a member of the French delegation-was the suppression of news. He pointed out,
and I think we all agreed with him, that the suppression of news might be just as harmful to
the object we have in view-the formation of a sound and vigorous public opinion on these
questions-and just as disastrous as the distortion or even the invention of news. That was
our sentiment, and we felt the matter to be one of considerable gravity; but we also felt that
the remedy was not to be found in some measure of coercion.

In the first place, it was felt that it would be almost impossible to devise any measure of
coercion against the suppression of news, and there was a very general feeling that any encour-
agement to Governments to interfere with the freedom of the Press, even with the best intentions,
was probably a grave mistake. There was absolute unanimity amongst those associations which
had been consulted-associations of journalists and those connected with the Press-that any
interference by Governments was certain to do more harm than good. It is, of course, quite
a different matter if journalists themselves choose to take measures for raising the tone or
suppressing the evils that may arise in the exercise of their calling, and in that connection we
had before us a very interesting experiment-the creation of a Journalists' Court of Honour;
but on that matter the Committee did not feel that it was either desirable or practicable for it
to express an opinion. In its view, this was entirely a matter which must be left in the hands
of the journalists themselves.

The Committee felt that journalism might be and should be, as far as possible, freed from
outside control, whether that control was exercised commercially or officially. It considered
very strongly that freedom in the exercise of their calling was both desirable from the point of
view of the journalists and still more desirable from the point of view of their co-operation in
the cause of peace.

The Committee believed that this was likely, not only to promote a free and good supply
of news, but also to assist journalists to raise the status of their profession to the height which
it ought certainly to occupy as one of the great professions of the world.
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Further, the Committee thought that the measure of freeing the methPress from outside control
was one which should be carried out partlby the Press itself and partly by the nations, if there
was an opportunity for national intervention. This is not a matter in regard to which the League
itself could usefully take any action, but in another sphere it was thought that the League might
do something to help. The Sixth Committee felt very strongly that the great remedy for any
evils that might threaten journalism, and consequently journalistic co-operation, was a free
and full supply of news. It believed that that was the best remedy for all these difficulties,
whether the dangers to be fought were distortion or suppression. It believed that the freeing
of news, making good and true news more easily available, would itself combat the less pure
sources of news that might exist. The Committee therefore recommends very strongly the
increase of publicity in every way. The League should take pains to hold all its meetings in public,
not only the meetings ofth the ssembly, the Council, and the principal Committees, but also all
other meetings. The Committee considered that the greater the publicity the greater would
be the purity of the news flowing from those meetings.

It was also felt that, where possible, documents relating to those meetings should be distributed
as early and as fully as possible, and the Committee recommends strongly that the Secretariat,
through its Information Section, should continue to do its utmost to make all League news
readily and easily available to the Press.

Again, the Committee thought that something might perhaps be done-as regards the method,
it expressed no very definite opinion, in the absence of further information-towards cheapening
the supply of news. Some of those who were consulted by the Committee emphasised very
strongly that one of the great difficulties of the Press was that the price of thre thee newspaper by no
means compensated for the cost of obtaining its contents and that anything that could be done
to cheapen the cost of output of the paper would be an advantage, not only from the point of
view of the Press, but also from that of the purity of the news, since it would diminish the necessity
of obtaining financial resources from other directions. The Committee therefore recommends
that everything possible should be done to cheapen news, though, so far as the League was
concerned, it could only suggest that the matter should be examined. The League has recently
established a great wireless station; the Committee therefore thought it might be worth while
to examine-and it urged the Secretariat to do so-whether through the machinery of that
wireless station the output of news could be cheapened.

It further recommended that consultations should, if possible, continue on this subject and
it finally requested the Secretary-General to keep in touch with all the movements in this field
and to report to the next Assembly on any further developments.

I will now read the resolution which is to be found at the end of the en ereport.

The Assembly:

i. Expresses its gratitude to the international and national Press organisations for their
views upon th roble of reventig "the spread of false information which may threaten the
peace of the orld and the good understanding between nations "

2. Expresses its thanks to the Danish Government for summoning in January I932 at
Copenhagen a Conference of Governmental Pess Bres ux and re n epresentatives of the Press, and
notes with great interest the resolution adopted by that Conference;

3. Trusts that, at a further conference organised on similar lines to the Copenhagen
Conference, definite proposals may be made to give efect to some of the principal suggestions
already made regarding, in particular, the necessity of a greater abundance of accurate infor-
mation, of true freedom of the Press, and of co-operation between the Press organisations of
various countries;

4. Advocates the fullest possible publicity for League meetings,
5. Commends to the sympathetic consideration of the Chairmen of all Committees of the

League of Nations the earlier and more complete distribution of documents;
6. Desires that the Secretariat should continue to devote its attention to the development

by all the means at its disposal of the swift supply to the Press of the fullest possible information
concerning the work of the League of Nations;

7. Invites the Council to consider the possibilities of affording to journalists cheap facilities
for communicating to their newspapers information through the League wireless station, due
regard being paid to interests affected,;

8. Requests the Secretary-General to communicate to the Press organisations consulted
and to the Disarmament Conference this resolution, together with the Minutes of the Sixth
Committee, and to report to the next Assembly on any further developments which may arise.

The PRESIDENT:

Translation: If no one else wishes to speak, I shall regard the draft resolution submitted
by the Sixth Committee as adopted.

The draft resolution zewas adopted.
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IV.

ANNEX TO THE MINUTES OF THE SIXTH COMMISSION: REPLIES FROM
PRESS ORGANISATIONS TO THE ENQUIRY INTO THE " SPREAD
OF FALSE INFORMATION WHICH MAY THREATEN TO DISTURB
THE PEACE OF THE WORLD AND THE GOOD UNDERSTANDING
BETWEEN NATIONS ".

Note by the Secretary-General.

To give effect to the resolution adopted by the Assembly on September 24th, I93I, regarding
the co-operation of the Press in the organisation of peace, the Council, at its meeting on September
29th, requested the Secretary-General to consult the Press organisations previously approached
when preparations were being made for the I927 Press Conference, and such Press organisations
as might regard themselves as interested.

The object of this consultation was to collect material emanating from the Press itself on the
delicate question of the " spread of false information which may threaten to disturb the peace or
the good understanding between nations "

A circular letter was accordingly sent to sixty-four countries,2 and directly reached more than
130 Press organisations. During the summer, replies were received by the Secretariat from
important international Press organisations and from national organisations in sixteen countries.

The present document contains the replies received by the Secretariat down to August 25th,
from:

International Organisations:

International Association of Journalists accredited to the League of Nations;
International Federation of Journalists.

Other Organisations:

Australia Honduras Poland
Austria Hungary Roumania
United Kingdom Italy Sweden
Denmark Netherlands Switzerland
France New Zealand Turkey
Greece

I. INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF JOURNALISTS ACCREDITED TO THE LEAGUE
OF NATIONS.

Geneva, July 26th, 1932.

Error is the chosen enemy of the journalist. The Press since it began-fiat lux were the first words ever printed-
has unrelentingly fought false news. Always we journalists have had to fight for accuracy against heavy odds. Our own
human proneness to err has been only one of the obstacles confronting us. We have against us too the speed with which
the news must be gathered, written, transmitted, edited, put in type, printed and distributed. Every item we write
must, before it reaches the reader, go through many machines and the hands and mentalities of many men unknown
to each other, often speaking different languages.

Frequently, we have against us our human sources of news. Many of these fall into two classes of interchanging
membership: those desiring to keep us from knowing or publishing news whose publication they consider to be against
their interests, and those desiring to get us to publish something partly or entirely false whose publication would help
them.

At the other end, we have against us a large group of readers, its membership depending on the item, who are so
tender-minded that they cannot see the truth on certain things and still buy the purveyor of it. Moreover, the hasty way
in which most readers read the news exposes us especially to the danger all writers run of some or all of their readers
getting from their words a false meaning or conclusion quite unintended.

1 Document A.3I.1932.
2 Abyssinia, Afghanistan, Albania, Argentine, Australia, Austria, Belgium, Bolivia, Brazil, the United Kingdom,

Bulgaria, Canada, Chile, China, Colombia, Costa Rica, Cuba, Czechoslovakia, Denmark, Dominican Republic, Ecuador,
Egypt, Estonia, Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Guatemala, Haiti, Hejaz, Honduras, Hungary, India, Irish Free State,
Italy, Japan, Latvia, Liberia, Lithuania, Luxemburg, Mexico, Netherlands, New Zealand, Nicaragua, Norway, Panama,
Paraguay, Persia, Peru, Poland, Portugal, Roumania, Salvador, Siam, South Africa, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, Turkey,
Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, United States of America, Uruguay, Venezuela, Yugoslavia.
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Through all this, we are beset always by a tremendous difficulty that handicaps no other profession or business.

It is this. The news, although it is an extremely costly thing to gather and distribute-and the more accurate, the more
costly-is the one necessity for which no one anywhere is willing to pay anywhere near what it costs to produce. There

is not one newspaper that can live on what its readers are willing to pay for it. To exist, all newspapers are forced to
supplement their income from circulation by selling advertising or by receiving avowable or non-avowable subsidies, or

by all combined. Only in the newspaper do people anywhere still believe that they can get something for nothing-and
that something is the most precious of things, the truth, and the truth almost instantaneously.

Always against great odds, we of the Press have had to fight for accuracy, and always alone, in the sense that we
have never had any other organised group upon whom we could always count as an ally. We have found allies, but

always with a fluctuating coalition composed mostly of those who had deserted yesterday and those who will desert
to-morrow, we have had to manceuvre against our powerful enemy. If A wants to know the truth about item X, there

is B who wants to suppress it and know the truth about item Y which A is seeking to distort. The only man whom one

can count on always not only to want to know items X, Y and Z, but to tell all he knows about them to A, B, C and as

many others as he can interest, is the journalist.

It should be evident now that our Association welcomes any ally and anything that may honourably and effectively

aid the journalist in his fight against the false.

We are very gratified to see the Council interesting itself in one phase of this question, and it is with thanks for the
privilege that we answer its kind invitation to express our views on " the delicate problem of the dissemination

of false news liable to trouble the maintenance of peace and understanding among peoples ". We shall go into what we

are convinced are the roots of that problem and we shall suggest how we think it can be solved. First, however, we

must clear the ground.

To begin with, we would point out that false news may be disseminated by means other than the Press. Of these
we shall mention only two. One is news spread from ear to mouth, the talk of the town, gossip, public rumour. What

the Press has done in counteracting such false news is well known. The other might be called, or grouped under the

name of, " secret official intelligence reports ". Their anonymous authors have little but their imaginations to restrain

them. Spies can vent their spite against any public man or journalist safe in the knowledge that they are beyond reach

of libel laws and that their victim will never know just what or who is poisoning him. We journalists who are accustomed

to doing our work in the open find this other system abominable, and those of us who have had occasion to see how these

secret dossiers are produced, or have seen some of their contents, find the credence given them a tribute to the power of

glamour and a measure of gullibility. We trust the Council in its investigation will not overlook so mischievous a means

of spreading and perpetuating false news as the spy service.

Above all, we must make it clear at the outset that we cannot limit the question of false news in the way the Council

has done. We are concerned with false news not because of the effect it may have, but because it is false. We have

no objection to confining ourselves, in the small degree to which it is possible, to one phase of the vast problem of false news,

but, for us, that phase must be the problem of false news concerning or affecting international relations-not false news

liable to have either a bad or a good effect on those relations.

It is true that, in practice, the individual journalist may be influenced to some extent by considerations of the possible
good or bad effect of the publication of a given item of news. The point is that we oppose any attempt to set up any
general ethical rule for all to follow for ever.

We would point out, incidentally, that false news may be helpful as well as harmful to peace, and that, in international
as in personal relations, the truth may harm as well as help good understanding. In our experience nothing, indeed, is so

disturbing or trouble-making as the truth. The victim of false news can at least enjoy the satisfaction of self-pity,
outraged innocence and all the other pleasures of honest martyrdom. But when the truth hurts, it hurts doubly, for then

one can deny it only by lying himself, and there is no inner consolation in that.

On the other hand, it would seem that only the theory that false news will do less harm to peace than the truth
could justify the secrecy in which the Council and the Assembly's Committee of Nineteen have often dealt with the
Sino-Japanese conflict, for to prevent journalists from themselves hearing meetings upon which they must report is
certainly to help disseminate inaccurate news.

The publicity policy which the League has followed in this conflict has been such, indeed, as to bring out clearly
the profound difference between those who are concerned with the effect of news and ourselves, who are concerned with its

accuracy. On one day, the Council would be doing all it could to keep the truth about its deliberations from being
publis he ground that this was serving the cause of peace; the next day, it would meet in public in an effort to gain
the same peaceful end by bringing public pressure on one or both the parties.

This attitude considers the Press not as a medium of information for everyone, but as a weapon or, at best, a sort
of searchlight to turn on or off, and this way and that way, as suits policy. It is all too common an attitude. Nearly
every powerful body wants to control the Press in this way. However noble the motive and high-minded its executor,
nothing, we believe, is more dangerous to the general interest. Had those who believed that the way to the same ideal
of peace lay in openly preparing for war (instead of in meeting secretly) completely controlled the Press, none of the facts

that have led the world now to believe that the way to war is to prepare for war would ever have been printed.
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The individual interest may be injured by publication of certain facts, but that is nothing to the injury it would
suffer if all the news that injured somebody's interests were suppressed. The facts that each is interested in getting in his
newspaper are infinitely greater than those he is interested in preventing others from getting there. The general interest
demands that the facts on everything be at the disposition of everyone. It demands that nobody shall be empowered
to sit over the Press and say: This fact shall be published because we believe it would do good, and this fact shall be
suppressed because we believe it would do harm. The general interest demands that the newspaper shall be free to print
the news, without fear or favour, and let the chips fall where they may. We ask nothing better. When Gutenberg began
to print, he began by printing without adjective or adyerb: Fiat lux. This Association stands to-day where the Press has
ever stood, for everlasting daylight on everything and for everyone.

The Nature of the Problem. Before the solution of the problem of false news is considered, the nature of the problem
we are dealing with needs to be made clearer. To avoid confusion on one side, it must be kept in mind that the newspaper
has two functions-first, to report the news and, secondly, to give its opinion thereon. We are concerned here, naturally,
only with its primary informative function. The problem is one of false news, and not the far more delicate one of whether
the journalist's comment on the news is sound or unsound, good or bad. The best way to improve the soundness of the
comment is, of course, to improve the accuracy of the news; for, although unsound conclusions may be drawn from facts,
it is far less likely that sound conclusions will be drawn from unsound premises. We are directly concerned now, however,
only with the quality of the premises the newspaper gives the world, not of the conclusions it draws from them itself.

Secondly, false news may be of various kinds. Some would classify it as to whether it was intentional or unintentional
and deal with it accordingly. We doubt the wisdom of approaching the problem in this way, for this road is sown with
pitfalls, especially if one starts with the Council's purpose of considering false news from the standpoint of its effect on
international relations. An unintentional error may do far more harm than an intentional one; the latter may be judged
excusable or even praiseworthy, and the former inexcusable or a criminal blunder. It depends entirely upon the case and
the judge. What impresses us far more, however, is, first, the difficulty, not to say impossibility, of devising any means of
determining justly whether error was intentional or unintentional, excusable or inexcusable, or what not, in the specific
cases where such knowledge would be most important, and, secondly, the dangers involved in any attempt to establish
machinery for thus sifting all cases.

This is not merely because few laymen seem to realise how manifold are the possibilities of honest error in the news.
There is another factor which especially complicates the very phase of the problem-news on international relations-
with which the Council is most concerned. The journalist may get the truth on many things, particularly in this field,
only if his source is confident that the journalist, come what may, will not reveal the name of his source. It has therefore
become the unwritten rule among reputable journalists never to tell who gave them their news, if by so doing they may
injure their source.

This code of professional secrecy obviously tends to transfer from the source to the journalist the responsibility,
as far as the public is concerned, for the news published through it. It exposes the journalist, moreover, to having his
good faith imposed on by the source, and, unfortunately, this all too frequently occurs. The practice always necessarily
involves risk for the journalist, since it is only when it is more or less dangerous to tell the truth or when it is desired to
spread with impunity false news that a source does not want to be known.

The journalist is not without his own means of protection against imposition. His memory of those who have taken
advantage of his faith in them is long, and his esprit de corps such that the news source who imposes on one journalist
thereby quickly attains among other journalists the reputation of being untrustworthy or worse, while the good name
of those whose honesty and soundness have been proved by experience spreads as rapidly in our profession.

Naturally, the journalist much prefers for his sources to take themselves the responsibility for what they give him,
and we take this occasion to urge statesmen in particular to allow themselves to be quoted more often.

But where it is necessary in order to report the news, the journalist will always remain willing to run the risks his
code of secrecy involves for him and to decide himself in each case how far it is safe for him to trust in the good faith of
his informant and how much of what he thus learns he will take the responsibility of reporting. Much of the important
news on international relations reaches the public and, as things now stand, can reach it only through this system, which,
it is obvious, makes it extremely difficult for any outside agency to deal justly or profitably with false news by specific cases.

For all these reasons and more, we see no way of safely drawing for practice with specific cases any line classifying
or appraising the kinds of false news. We know, indeed, no way of safely drawing a general line between true and false
news. In practice, the distinction often appears clear, yet one of the few things that remain true is that what is true for
one man is .often false for his brother, and what is false for the father is just as often true for the son. At best, the
proportion of border-line cases to the whole is enormous, and it is in this debatable zone that falls most of the news
affecting international relations.

It is sometimes argued, however, that one obviously false item published at the right moment might conceivably
start a war. That would be hard to prove, and even so not worth the proving, for, if proved, it would merely amount to
another way of saying that a match will light a bonfire. If the bonfire were not there waiting, the match would be harmless.
It is the collection of inflammable materials that is dangerous, and it is with border-line cases-wood untipped with
the sulphur of the demonstrably false-that such fires are prepared.

We believe, therefore, that the only wise way of dealing with the problem of false news is to deal with it as a
whole and to seek solutions calculated to strike both at unintentional and intentional error. Our fight is to keep the
false from entering the news, no matter how nor why nor when nor where, and the way to win it simultaneously on
all these fronts is to free and strengthen the Press and raise its standards as a whole. That is our aim.
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We propose to divide the measures for the solution of the problem of false news into two classes:

(i) Preventive;

(2) Remedial.

We attach by far the most importance to preventive measures and believe there is much that can be done in this
regard. Indeed, if the preventive measures we shall suggest are followed, we feel there will be little if anything requiring
special remedy. In any event, we are entirely opposed to adding any new punitive measures or laws restricting the
Press to those already existing, because such remedies would be worse than the disease.

Prevention of False News. - In our struggle against false news we have learned that the essential for preventing it is
freedom-and freedom in a much larger sense than is usually meant by the phrase, " the Freedom of the Press ". The
necessity of freedom in that usual sense goes without saying. The aspects of it that need explanation are two in number.
They are Financial Freedom or Independence, and Freedom of Direct Access to News in the Making. Of these the
first is much the more essential. If the Press can obtain it, we have no fear of its failing then to obtain the other.

Financial Freedom. - By financial freedom we mean a condition in which the individual newspaper is self-supporting
in the sense that it can live decently on its income from circulation, supplemented with that from the kind of advertising
it can sell without selling itself to any advertiser or to advertisers in general. The newspaper that is financially free
is the newspaper that is beholden to no non-journalistic interest for its existence, that can stand on its own feet, that
constitutes an independent, autonomous unit.

We are confident that such a newspaper will do of its own accord the best that can be done to keep falseness
out of the news. It will because in such a newspaper those who are journalists at heart will be in control.

We hold it to be self-evident that the general interest demands that the best possible results be obtained from
each particular field of human endeavour, and that this can be assured only by leaving each field to those with the most
inborn aptitude for tilling it. We all profit the most when we have our Darwins directing our laboratories, not our
orchestras, and our Beethovens wielding the baton of the conductor, not of the field-marshal. So, too, with journalism.
Whatever facilitates the free practice of journalism by those who are journalists at heart will improve the standards
of the Press; whatever interferes with this is bad and should be done away with in the general interest. The surest
way to encourage the dissemination of false news is to increase the power over the Press of those non-journalists who
are interested most in the effect of the news; the only way to discourage the spread of false news is to increase the power
over the Press of those who are interested in news for the sake of the news-and they are the journalists. The problem
of false news, in so far as it is in the reach of man, is the direct product of outside control of the Press. There is the
root evil. The cure lies in removing, not in augmenting, this outside control. The solution of the problem of false
news can only be found in the freedom of the Press, in freeing the journalists to publish the truth as each of them
sees it.

It is not strange that the complaints of false news come most from those who propose new restrictions on the Press.

Nor is it strange that the newspapers most renowned for the standards of accuracy and fairness they have reached have
invariably arisen in the countries where the Press has achieved the most freedom.

If we start with the principle that the thing to do is to have the Press in the hands of the journalists, we can
immediately isolate the germ of the disease of false news. It is this: The newspaper cannot live on what people will pay

directly for the news.

The ideal of every journalist is a condition in which the newspaper can live on its circulation revenue alone, on
what its readers pay for its service. His natural desire to report the truth as he sees it would then not only be freed,
but he would be encouraged in it, since, the truth being to the general interest, this would tend to increase the number
of his readers and thereby his means of getting at the truth.

The existing system is designed to handicap the journalist, and to facilitate the control of the Press by non-journalists

who are interested in it not as an end in itself-a medium of information-but as a means to their particular ends.
That part of the cost of the newspaper which the reader does not pay someone else must pay, and those who pay it want
something for their money, too. Through this door comes in, directly or indirectly, the sinister outside control of the
Press about which there is so much complaint and from which no one is more eager to free the Press than the jour-

nalist. It is this that exposes the newspaper, and therefore the news, to more or less secret pressure from powerful

industrial or financial or political or governmental interests.

The pernicious role played by this peculiar financial situation tends to grow more important all the time, because
the deficit between what a newspaper receives from its readers and its cost of production is increasing, not decreasing.
As the world grows smaller for the reader, his need of receiving each day accurate news from all parts of the world on all

kinds of things grows greater, and with it the cost to the newspaper of supplying this worldwide news service goes up,

while the price of the newspaper to the reader remains the same.

This results in a constant trend toward newspaper amalgamations and chains, toward fewer newspapers and, what is
more dangerous, toward still fewer newspapers that are independent units. This means that the paradoxical situation

has been reached where the world's growing need for accurate news is operating to increase the number of subjects reported
on in the newspaper while decreasing the number of independent eye-witness reports. This is due to two main reasons.
For one thing, it is a healthy corrective-for any witness to know that the testimony of a number of other independent
eye-witnesses to the same event will be given at the same time. Secondly, the human equation is bound to play a large
part in such testimony, and especially in newspapers where the witness must cramp his testimony into what is relatively
a very small space. The journalist frequently does not have 500 words in which to report a complicated international debate
in which 50,000 words were spoken. The journalist, and particularly the one dealing with the voluminous and complicated
controversies affecting international relations, must limit himself very closely to what he considers the most important
elements, which is to say that his work is to a high degree one of selection based on personal judgment.
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Not only may one journalist for this reason leave out or minimise what another one will report, and even maximise,
but he will be bound to give a different version, because the truth is a diamond of many facets all of which no one witness
can possibly see. The only way of getting an idea of the whole truth is to read the reports of a number of independent
witnesses, particularly as regards news affecting international relations. In other words, the way to truth in the news lies
in fostering the existence in each country of the largest practicable number of individually independent and prosperous
newspapers so that each important thing may be seen and reported from a wide range of viewpoints.

Everyone knows that nothing is more valuable than the truth, but few seem to realise that nothing is more costly,
To get the truth, the newspaper must not only try to get the report of the eye-witness, but the eye-witness who is trained
to observe and express clearly, concisely and fairly what he has seen or heard. It must keep these trained observers not
only scattered about the city and the country in which it is published, but stationed at all the strategic news centres in
the world. That is expensive. Then the news must be flashed from the ends of the earth, checked for error, put in type,
printed and swiftly distributed to hundreds of thousands-all in each day. Speed is always costly. The higher the news
standards of a newspaper, the more the news cost it, and the more money it must waste in the process of gathering and
distributing the news.

That is only one side of the picture. The truth is not merely hard to get at and get out, it is often very disturbing
once it is out. Pressure of all kinds is brought against its reporter and publisher, not only after but before it is printed,
by those who resent or feel injured by its publication. Few if any newspapers have ever been killed by the publication
of a news item that was false, even if the fault was deliberate. Many have been ruined because they told the truth. It is
a costly business to withstand all those who do not want the truth on certain things reported.

Just as the cost increases as one increases the purity of any product, so the higher the standard of truth in a news-
paper, the more it costs to produce. Yet time and again and everywhere it has been proved that the newspaper with the
most costly standards must, in order to live, sell its product not only at a ridiculous fraction of what it costs, but at the
same prices as the adulterated article, or only a trifle more.

The layman may conclude that the solution lies in putting the entire cost of the newspaper, like most other things,
on the shoulders of the consumer by raising the price. This cannot be done. If a newspaper with a circulation of ioo,ooo
at 2 cents a copy found, by dividing its cost with its circulation, that 2 cents represented only one-seventh of the income it
needed per copy, it would not be enough for it to charge 14 cents. If it did, it would be lucky to keep io,ooo readers.
Then it would have to raise the price to $I.40 a copy. If it kept Ioo readers then it would be still luckier -- and it
would have to raise the price for them to $I40 a copy. Grant it kept this last hundred, still it would have missed the
goal of the newspaper-that of disseminating accurate news swiftly to the masses. Moreover, any general increase in
the price of newspapers will tend to reduce the number of independent newspapers, and, for reasons already given, this
is dangerous.

Raising the price affords, therefore, no solution. On the contrary, the public interest demands that the price
should remain about what it is, and that the newspaper with the highest standards and the widest and swiftest world
news service should be easily within the reach of everyone. The news is a necessity to the people, and, as with bread,
water, education, the only way each person can be safe is by keeping the purest product at the disposal of all. As a matter
of public policy, it is essential that the price of the newspaper remains far below the cost of production.

Moreover, the general interest is better served if one can buy for io cents not one newspaper but five.

The problem, therefore, is to sell the newspaper for a fraction of its cost and yet make a legitimate profit enabling
the newspaper to be financially independent. It seems impossible, but it can be and, indeed, has been done. It has been
done through advertising. Although to be independent it is essential that the newspaper be in a position to be free from
influence from its advertisers, this does not mean that advertising is necessarily always dangerous to it. On the one hand,
income from certain advertising is safe enough for any newspaper. On the other hand, it has been proved possible for a
newspaper to attain financial independence by reaching through its advertising income such financial strength and through
its high news standards such power and prestige that the point is attained where advertisers, to do their business, are forced
to buy its space whether they like it or not. Instead of the newspapers being dependent on the advertisers, the advertisers
become dependent on the newspaper. Experience, however, shows that it is very hard to reach and keep financial inde-
pendence in this way, even in those few countries where advertising has developed enough to make it possible at all. There
is certainly no safe or worldwide solution on the basis of advertising alone, The best one can say is that, generally, the
smaller the proportion of its income a newspaper needs to derive from advertising the safer it will be for it to get income
from that source.

The problem can therefore be narrowed down to one of meeting the normal deficit between the cost of producing a
newspaper and the revenue obtained from circulation and from what we shall call here safe advertising, without raising
the rates for either.

The way to the solution lies, we believe, in firmly grasping the idea that the same public interest that demands that
the paper be sold below cost demands just as strongly that the paper be financially free. The newspaper is, in short, a
public servant. That being true, the burden that the reader does not assume in buying his paper should fall back on him
as taxpayer, just as does the cost of the public school which his children enter " free ".

If the root principle should be the same for the school and the newspaper, the application of it must differ greatly.
To pass the burden on to the Public Treasury as a matter of public interest does not mean that the Government should
meet the burden directly, as with the schools, or through subsidy. We are altogether opposed to anything of this kind
tending to give Governments control over the Press. It would be far better to remain where we are than to establish any system
which would or might allow a Government to bring any more pressure than it already can on a newspaper. The dangers
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of giving Government any financial control over the Press are too obvious to need going into. To give such control
would be to defeat, indeed, the basic public interest we are seeking to further-namely, to check the dissemination of
false news by helping the newspapers to be financially free and independent, and that means independent of the
Government as much as anything else.

Other public services demand central control; the Press is unique in that the degree of its service to the public
depends directly upon the degree to which it is divided into independent units. Where the problem with other services
is to centralise, the problem with the Press is to assure the independence of each newspaper.

The problem thus boils down to helping free the newspapers financially by making the people pay in taxes what
they do not pay in buying the newspaper, while avoiding all danger of governmental control of the Press. This is a
matter of reducing the cost of production to the newspaper instead of increasing the cost per copy to the reader.
Experience indicates that there are several ways in which part of the burden can thus be safely passed to the Public
Treasury. A few of them are already being timidly followed. Thus everywhere newspapers are allowed to telegraph
news at at least one-half the standard rate. Again, most countries allow newspapers to be distributed through the mails
at a specially cheap rate. These services are given the Press by Governments at less than cost, which means that they
fall on the Public Treasury. Yet neither has been accompanied by dangerous control of the Press, thanks to the fact
that the Press rate is enjoyed by all newspapers indiscriminately. The only trouble is that the aid is not enough. The
reasons that make the telegraphic Press rate sound policy suggest that the application of this principle be greatly extended,
horizontally and vertically, and, of course, always to all the Press with a deliberate view to giving through it enough
aid to allow any well-managed newspaper to live on its circulation and safe advertising. The principle would be extended
horizontally by establishing a similar reduction on other items that enter into the cost of newspaper production, and
vertically by making the reduction much greater if the Press rate were, say, one-tenth instead of one-half the standard
rate, every paper would remain just as free from governmental control and would be more free from the dangers of outside
financial control.

As examples of some of the things which might be studied with a view to extending in or to them the principle
of the Press rate, we would cite:

I. All electrical means of transmitting news, particularly the telephone and telegraph, cable and wireless rates
for long distances;

2. Transportation rates, national and international, on newspapers, particularly the air mail;
3. Transportation of journalists by every conveyance, land, sea or air, now requiring a ticket;
4. Passport, visa, identity-card, etc., fees for journalists;
·5. Transportation rates on newsprint paper, ink and newspaper printing machinery;
6. Customs duties on newsprint paper, ink and machinery;
7. Electric power and light for newspaper offices and plants;
8. Direct taxes.

We do not mean, of course, that action need necessarily be taken on all these lines. The object would be to transfer
safely a substantial part of the cost of newspaper production to the Public Treasury, and it might be found that this
could be better achieved practically by making a greater reduction on a smaller number of items, instead of a smaller
reduction spread over a large number.

Certain items, however, recommend themselves for reduction in any case, because they most directly
facilitate improving the accuracy of the Press, particularly with regard to international relations.

Take item I. While the world has been becoming smaller and the nations more interdependent, the need of knowing
the news accurately and fully from distant lands has grown apace, yet the cost of long-distance transmission has remained
so high that only a very few independent channels for the reporting of such news exist in even the richest countries, and
often these are very small. The European agencies and newspapers that maintain any electrical news service whatever
with the New World do not number even twenty, and there are not half a dozen of them that can afford what might be
called a regular and fairly comprehensive news service from the Americas. Similarly, though there are several thousand
daily newspapers in the New World, there are not more than a dozen agencies and newspapers that maintain regular
electrical contact with Europe, and, with some notable exceptions in Argentine and Canada, they are all in the United
States. The situation is far worse as regards the news relations between the Far East and both the New World and Europe.
This is highly significant, because it shows the direct relation between transmission cost and news service, for it costs more
than twice as much to transmit news between the Far East and either Europe or the Americas than to transmit it between
Europe and America. Existing difficulties between the New and the Old Worlds, and between the Far East and the West,
indicate how much it costs everyone nowadays to be badly or insufficiently informed about distant peoples.

Similarly, to reduce the cost of the swift transportation of newspapers is to combat false news, especially in the
international field, for the transportation of the newspaper is but another form of transmitting news. To be able to read
foreign as well as national newspapers on any international question is to have a very useful corrective at hand. The
more foreign newspapers of the same day as the national ones can be obtained, the more valuable the corrective. This
becomes a question of reducing the aeroplane rate on newspapers and, as regards distant countries with whom air transport
is not yet practicable, of reducing the ordinary rates which are now so high as to discourage even citizens when travelling
from buying their home paper abroad-when they can find it. Aviation has greatly developed owing to the willingness
of Governments to spend money on it for war purposes. This stimulus could be given just as well for peace purposes if
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much more of the burden of air transport of newspapers, periodicals and books were taken over by Governments through
a sharp reduction in the air postal rate on these products of the press. Such development of a widespread regular air-mail
service would have an additional advantage. It would allow more news that now must be sent electrically to reach the
newspaper by air mail, thus further lowering the expense of news transmission.

Again, sharp reduction in item 3 is in the general interest, for to make it cheaper for the journalist to travel is to
encourage the newspaper, which has to pay his expenses, to send a trained eye-witness to the spot-particularly if this is
combined with a reduction in the expense of his then reporting the news electrically to his paper. This is evident since only
the newspaper that seeks to improve the accuracy of its news by the eye-witness method can profit by these economies.
The same considerations argue in favour of the abolition of all the fees mentioned in item 4.

All these items, moreover, lend themselves particularly to multilateral action through the League of Nations, as does
also item 6, where a convention, useful in many ways, might be made establishing free trade in newsprint paper, ink and
machinery. There is room in these items, however, for independent national, bilateral or regional action to precede,
accompany or follow universal action. Thus, a country that wished to improve the quality and quantity of its news
from a certain nation might arrange to accord a specially low transmission rate on news despatches sent direct to it from
that nation. One can conceive also of two countries of similar language specially facilitating the exchange of newspapers
between them. Likewise, one can imagine a pan-European, or a pan-American, or a pan-Asiatic system of reductions
being worked out.

The League wireless station provides another opportunity. Geneva is a centre of information on all kinds
of international subjects. It is unique as a clearing house for comparative current data on the world situation as regards
trade, finance, industry, labour, health, social questions, armaments, etc. More and more, all the major international
controversies are being debated in Geneva. To report this data intelligently and these controversies fairly requires more
words than most newpapers, particularly those in distant ocuntries, can now afford. It would be a very useful means
of combating false news on international matters if the Governments Members of the League should agree to allow Press
despatches dealing with League news to be transmitted everywhere by the League wireless station at an exceptionally
low rate. The question of control is not insurmountable. When the Council met in Madrid in 1929, our Association insisted
that despatches of its members dealing exclusively with League news should not be subject to the censorship then applied
by Spain to Spanish news, and the Spanish Government agreed to this on condition that our members promised not to
mix Spanish and League news. The arrangement worked so well that no complaint on either side was made.

These remarks indicate that to approach the problem of false news in this way is to enter a field of many fertile
possibilities that require exploration. The wisdom of the extensions of the Press rate in items i, 2, 3 and 4 that we have just
discussed seems to us so evident, however, that we believe that action on them should not be delayed by the amount of study
our proposals as a whole may require. On. the most simple of these suggestions fairly quick action should be practicable.
In this connection we would urge the Council particularly to arrange a substantial reduction in the rate on Press despatches
dealing with League news transmitted by the League wireless, and to recommend to the Governments of States Members
of the League who are represented at the Madrid Telegraphic Conference to consider favourably a substantial reduction
in the international Press rate.

Valuable as such reduction would be, the proportion of the burden of newspaper cost transferred in this manner
would, we fear, at best be small, because these items do not form the major elements of expense with most newspapers.
The solution may require broader and more drastic action. We urge that, in any event, the exploration of the field as a
whole be started meanwhile with a view to a general solution or programme of action. We therefore suggest:

I. The acceptance, as a working hypothesis, of the basic principle that the way to foster a financially free and
independent Press is to extend the principle of the Press rate in a manner that continues to keep out governmental
control of the Press while allowing more of the cost of the public service the newspaper performs to be transferred
to the Public Treasury;

II. The establishment of an impartial fact-finding body, composed of independent, non-official experts, to
investigate and report on the best way or ways of applying this principle.

Its investigation could include the following subjects:

I. What are the main items of expense in producing a newspaper, and what proportion of the total expense
does each, roughly, represent in each country ?

2. To which of these items can the principle of the Press rate be best extended ? Which lend themselves best
to international, and which to national action ? How could the transfer be best effected in those items and countries
where the public utility involved is not owned by the Government ?

3. What proportion of the total expense of newspaper production is met, roughly, by circulation income in
each country ?

4. Estimates of about how much reduction of existing rates would be needed in the extension or extensions
of the principle of the Press rate recommended in paragraph (2) in order to meet, roughly, (a) the whole
of the remaining burden of expense, or (b) recommended fractions of it such as one-half or one-third.

5. What data is available on the part advertising plays in financing the newspapers in each country? (This
data would not need to be of a precision impossible to obtain to be useful in improving the basis for deciding how
much the Press rate reductions should be.)
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6. What safeguards, if any, would appear necessary to avoid any danger of governmental control of the Press
and to assure that the recommended extension of the Press rate would achieve its aims-above all, that of fostering
free and independent newspapers ?

7. What would be the best plan or plans of procedure for achieving the adoption, in stages or otherwise, of any
recommended programme or programmes for the extension of the Press rate ?

8. Any other question which the experts found to be relevant.

It would be impossible, of course, to obtain precise data, and happily precision is not necessary. There is no thought
of attempting to transfer every penny of the difference between what the newspaper costs per copy and what the reader
pays. The ultimate aim would be to transfer enough to allow an honest newspaper with reasonably good management to
live on its circulation income supplemented by whatever amount of revenue from advertising it seems possible, from the
existing situation in its territory, for it to obtain without great danger of its influencing its news. This is one of those
aims that can never be achieved precisely, but only in a broad way and to a certain extent by experimental methods, by
increasing or reducing the dose according to the results achieved.

There would be no harm in beginning the transfer in the dark on a small scale-especially in the ways we have
recommended-but it would be hoped that the kind of data the experts could supply would allow more substantial steps
to be taken prudently. For these purposes it would be very helpfulif the experts could answer such questions as No. 3
on the proportion of expense covered by circulation in each country, even in such terms as " about one-sixth to one-tenth "
or " ranging from one-fourth to one-fifteenth, with the average for big newspapers about one-seventh and for small dailies
about one-fifth ". Such data should be obtainable. 1

The report of the experts would, of course, bind no one; its value would lie in its data allowing intelligent action to
be taken where desired both in the international and the national fields. Once the broad facts concerning its newspaper
production were thus placed in perspective with those existing in the rest of the world, each nation would be in a much
better position to work out its own problem.

If, as is probable, the various countries adopted different solutions for the national side of the problem, that would
do no harm and much good. It would amount to the same basic problem being simultaneously tackled experimentally
in several different ways, and the comparisons allowed would throw light on what was the best solution.

A country where " safe " advertising was relatively highly developed might find it unnecessary to extend the Press
rate as far as another. Again, budgetary reasons might cause one country to begin by transferring one-fifth of the burden
where another transferred a-third or a-half. One nation might try to accomplish the transfer through heavy reduction
in one or two items, another might spread it more lightly over half a dozen items. None need wait on the others; each
could go as far as his desire to enjoy a free, accurate and independent Press impelled it.

The layman may fear that this plan would make the newspaper business too easy and profitable. There is no real
danger of this. Any tendency of this plan to make newspapers too rich would be offset in these three important ways:

i. In no business is there a stronger natural tendency to put profits back into improving the plant. There is no
business which compares to that of the newspaper in importance in which so few fortunes have ever been made anywhere
-and some of the so-called " newspaper millionaires " made their fortunes elsewhere and were even richer before they went
in for newspapers. Similarly, there is no profession, except that of teaching, which is so distinguished as journalism by
its ability to draw men to it and get devoted service from them without the incentive of great financial rewards. Many
men have made fortunes in the professions of the law, medicine, engineering; few have ever entered the wealthy class
from the profits of the profession of journalism.

As for the few men who made their fortunes in the newspaper business, all of them have been distinguished by the
proportion of the profits they have used to improve the standards of their newspaper as regards quality and quantity of
news. No journalist would object to this tendency being encouraged and any danger of newspapers becoming too rich
curbed by the taxation of net profits above, say, six or eight per cent. This would certainly cause profits to be used in
improving working conditions, raising salaries, training experts to handle various kinds of news such as scientific,
diplomatic, etc., extending the news service, developing the means of detecting and correcting errors-which is to say that
the profits would be used in helping in various ways to eliminate false news.

The allusion to salaries deserves further remark. Many journalists are now paid much too little, largely because there
is so little money in the newspaper business under the present system. The danger in this is great, because of the import-
ance of the r61e the individual journalist plays in the newspaper. The danger, however, is not so much from venality, as
many think. It comes more from the fact that the journalist, when miserably paid, has little chance to do the good
and careful job that the general interest requires from him.

It is, for instance, an extremely difficult thing to sum up an international debate of 25,000 words accurately, fairly
to all viewpoints, and in a manner interesting and intelligent to distant readers, all in 500 words. It requires not only
technical training and experience, but it presupposes leisure for the study needed to have the background necessary for an
understanding of the subject-matter. One ought to be able to get enough from one such job a day to live on. Many

1 An example may make this paragraph clear. Suppose the experts estimate that in country "A" it would be
reasonable to expect circulation to cover one-sixth the cost and " safe" advertising three-sixths. That would leave a
deficit of two-sixths. Suppose they also found that the tariff on newsprint paper accounted for about one-twelfth the
newspaper's total cost of production, and that a two-thirds reduction in transmission rates would cut another twelfth from
its expense. Then one could estimate that by abolishing the rates on paper and reducing transmission charges by two-
thirds, one-half of the " deficit " could be transferred to the Public Treasury.
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journalists, instead, get so little from it that, to live, they have to dash off two or three reports on it for newspapers in

different places, and then write reports on several other different things, and they have to grind away like this every day.

This clearly is no way to encourage accurate news on delicate matters; but it is not the fault of the underpaid journalist.

He has no chance to do work of the standard he would like to do. The more one knows of the handicaps under which

journalists now have to work, the more one is likely to marvel, not at the errors, but at the accuracy of the Press.

To make the newspaper business more profitable is to help end the evils of underpaid journalism. Our item 8 (direct

taxes) suggests a more direct means of improving the standards of the Press by tackling these evils in the countries where

this is deemed most necessary. In such countries the income-tax is likely to start at a very low level. By exempting

from this tax all journalists with an income of, say, less than twice the standard minimum for exemption, and/or by

reducing their tax by, say, fifty per cent in the lowest categories, a country could effect an increase in the real income of

the worst underpaid journalists without increasing the cost of newspaper production. This, indeed, would be one way

of transferring the burden to the Public Treasury.

2. Any danger of the newspapers becoming too rich would also be offset by their tendency to improve their advertising
standards as their dependency on individual advertisers decreases; if one looks around him, he will find that, generally

speaking, the character of the advertisements a newspaper accepts is a good indication of its financial strength. In other

words, as newspapers grow strong financially, they tend to reject voluntarily dubious or objectionable advertisements

that one finds in weaker papers. To cite but one instance, a certain newspaper which is renowned for the great financial

strength it has achieved through purely journalistic means has indeed voluntarily gone so far as to give special rewards

to those of its employees who prevent a dubious or fraudulent advertisement from appearing in it.

Moreover, the ideal of every true newspaperman is to be in a position safely to tell advertisers to go to the devil

with their advertisements if they don't like the policy of the paper or want to make their advertising in it contingent

directly or indirectly on the publication or suppression of certain news. Frequently, they thus reject advertisements

when they are in no position to do so safely. Certainly, the smaller the percentage of advertising income any paper

would need, the more it could and would approach this ideal; and the more advertising it would reject or lose, the less

would be the danger of falsity entering either its news or advertising columns, or the likelihood of its becoming too rich.

3. Finally, if, even so, newspaper profits should tend to become too high or easy under this plan, this would simply

result in encouraging the establishment of more newspapers in each city. That would be a great advantage, for, as we

have pointed out, to increase the number of independent newspapers is to increase their diversity and to give the truth a

better chance of coming out and being recognised. The importance of our proposals from this viewpoint cannot be stressed

too much, nor can the danger that we see in the present trend toward fewer and fewer newspapers in each city-a trend

that is due directly to the excessively high cost of producing a newspaper under the present system. There is no danger

of causing too many newspapers to be founded, if only for the following reason. The more profitable the newspaper

business became under such a plan, the more newspapers would be established, and this competition would tend to

reduce the circulation and advertising revenues of those making big profits while increasing their expense, and thus

discourage the founding of more newspapers, so that the equilibrium would soon be restored with the city endowed with

more newspapers than it had before. Similarly, any danger of newspapers becoming too huge in size or individually too

powerful would be checked by the way this plan encourages the establishment of many and small papers.

In connection with the general question of safeguards, we cannot stress too strongly than an indispensable element in

the principle of the Press rate, as we conceive it, is that it is granted to all newspapers without distinction as to their character

or policy. Only this element allows the transfer to be made without danger of governmental control of the Press.

To assure further the achievement of the aim of fostering a free and independent Press, it might be necessary in

some cases to accompany with further safeguards a thorough-going plan of transfer, effecting a substantial reduction

in the cost of newspaper production. To make our thought clearer by a general example, we would add that such a

safeguard might be a stipulation to this effect:

The reduction shall be granted to all newspapers, without distinction, which agree to publish annually in

their columns a statement containing the following information, certified to by a recognised public accountant:

(I) The number of copies sold, the price, and the revenue therefrom;

(2) The amount of advertising sold, the rates, and the revenue therefrom;

(3) The amount of capital, and the total expenditure, divided to show clearly the amount spent on

the news service, printing and publishing, distribution, administration, etc.;

(4) If the expenditure exceeds the revenue from circulation and advertising, a full explanation of

how this deficit has been met;

(5) The name of the publisher of the newspaper, the names of those holding more than one per cent

of its bonds, the names of the officers of the publishing company and of the members of the board of directors

if there is one, the name of the editor chiefly responsible for the whole newspaper, the name of the editor

responsible for editorial policy and the name of the editor responsible for the news service. Any changes

in any of these names during the year is to be noted.

Two possible objections to our proposal may be touched briefly in concluding this subject. It may be argued

that certain newspapers that appear to be financially independent do not have as high standards as some that are

weaker financially. It is true that there is no way of guaranteeing that a big extension of the Press rate will improve
the standards of all newspapers equally, or end all false news. Nothing can. The best anyone can hope to do is to

achieve improvement in a broad way, by and large, to make a net advance. We are confident our plan will do this.

The only sound way to look for proof of this is to compare, not the standards of individual papers here and there, but

the standards of the Press as a whole in the countries where it is least free, financially or otherwise, with its standards

in the countries where it has achieved the most independence. Such comparisons should leave no doubt that the best


